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Abstract
This dissertation studies representations of Elagabalus, the sovereign of Rome who ruled
between 218–222ce, after her assassination to examine how depictions and historical accounts of
Elagabalus’s life make rhetorical decisions about Elagabalus’s identity and being that can
foreground the composer’s relationship to history and the function of history as a rhetorical
force. Thus, this project, through studying Elagabalus’s composers, raises questions about the
nature of figure studies and history. The project draws on trans, queer, and feminist theories and
rhetorics which help highlight the contingent and conflicting nature of Elagabalus’s identities
across representations without settling them into a singular narrative of being allowing for
multiple queer potentialities to emerge. Thus, while firmly rooted in rhetoric and rhetorical
theory and deeply invested in history contributing and shaping the available means, this project
is conversant with classics, women and gender studies, LGBT studies, and history, among other
disciplines. The methodology of the project reflects this interdisciplinary approach, braiding
together classical reception studies, circulation studies, and queer, trans, and feminist
historiographical methods together to engage this scholarly conversation.
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Introduction
History is Such a Drag
“[T]heir bodies… were first dragged all over the city, and then the mother’s body was cast aside
somewhere or other, while his was thrown into the river.” —Cassius Dio, Roman History, 479.
“Drag… implies that all gendering is a kind of impersonation and approximation. If this is true,
it seems there is no original or primary gender that drag imitates, but gender is a kind of
imitation for which there is not original; in fact, it is a kind of imitation that produces the very
notion of the original as an effect or consequence of imitation itself.” —Judith Butler, “Imitation
and Gender Insubordination,” 21
This project follows the trails left in the wake of a drag to show history as drag. The lines
we have to follow from a historical subject are the results of people acting on a historical subject,
pulling them from one context to another: where the Roman soldiers dragged Elagabalus’s body
to the Tiber, Cassius Dio dragged her into the late 220s and 230s, Antonin Artaud dragged her
into 1930s French surrealism to be picked up by Marilyn Manson in The Pale Emperor in 2015,
Anita Berber and Sebastian Droste dragged her into Weimar Germany in their dances celebrating
excess, Gilbert and Sullivan dragged her into one of the most iconic songs in The Pirates of
Penzance, or the tumblr user Coffeeandtheartist dragged her into their “Women’s History
Month” art piece. The trails are multiple, branching as each person picks up Elagabalus and
drags her further. Indeed, the trails left in her wake become her histories—a history that is acted
on her and produces itself as a consequence of being performed on her. Elagabalus is a man, a
woman, a bad emperor, an anarchist, a figure of decay, and a figure of imperial rule because of
the histories told about her. Her history is a history of drag.
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Elagabalus is someone who is both excessively present and wholly absent in/to history.
Being a sovereign Roman empress in the third century (218–222ce) who was assassinated and
given a posthumous damnatio memoriae, there is very little surviving evidence of her life,
actions, and rule. Most of what is written about her is based on three biographies by Cassius Dio,
Herodian, and the author(s) of the Historia Augusta, which have been shown to be factually
inaccurate documents (see de Arrizabalaga y Prado; Icks). Aside from the biographies, most of
the records that have survived the test of time are coins and military records, giving us very little
to account for Elagabalus’s personage.
The instability surrounding her in her historical documents provides an opportunity to see
how history is invented out of instability, or rather, that history is a product of invention
predicated on, mitigating, combatting, and capitalizing on instability. By examining the ways she
is figured over the past 1,800 years, we can see various and conflicting claims about her person,
her identity, and her position in history across a variety of media and genres in a variety of
cultures and contexts. With so much said and so little consensus drawn, Elagabalus is uniquely
situated to show how receptions of the classical past involve deeply situated processes of
rhetorical invention through which the figure is brought to mean for contemporary audiences—a
process of invention that shows why people need or use figures, why we need or use a classical
past, and how history is conditioned and levied on different historical subjects differently. We
can ask instead (1) how Elagabalus has been made to be a bad emperor? (2) for whom is she a
bad emperor that shows the decline of a state to draw convenient parallels to? (3) or we can ask
for whom is she useful for imagining new ways of being through, whether in the formation of
contemporary LGBTQ+ identities or as a figure of artifice and excess in the face of decline? In
so doing, we can see the past as a grounds for legitimation, for connecting one’s contemporary
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political situation or aims to a period politically designated as classical. Thus, this dissertation is
an examination of the receptions of Elagabalus from the 15th Century into the 21st Century.
In the past two decades there has been an increased attention to Elagabalus within
scholarly communities. However, much of the scholarship has been invested in assuming that
since the biographies are unstable, her gender and sexual practices were efforts of character
assassination and not possibilities of her lived experience. The projects of historians and
classicists have been ascribing motivation to her assassination on religious or military grounds
while defining her gender and sexual practices as works of fiction and gossip to legitimate her
successors; this presents an interesting tension as historians have moved to illegitimate her
gender and sexual practices while other composers and artists have invented representations of
those practices either to damn Elagabalus as a figure of hedonism or as a way of seeing
themselves reflected in history. None of the scholarship has looked at receptions of her after her
assassination in ways that are both rhetorical and queer, which is an omission this project seeks
to address.
Perhaps the largest community of scholars working with Elagabalus are the scholars
brought together by Leonardo de Arrizabalaga y Prado under the banner of Varian Studies. This
assemblage of scholars produced Varian Studies, volumes 1–3, which sought to articulate what
was provable about Elagabalus’s existence. After working with these scholars, de Arrizabalaga y
Prado’s published his monograph, The Emperor Elagabalus: Fact or Fiction?, in 2010, which
sought to consolidate the work of the Varian Studies volumes and develop a positivistic theory of
history. The perspective of the scholars who have formed Varian Studies is that Elagabalus and
Heliogabalus are misnomers derived from her god, Elgabal (which I use the spelling El-gabal to
help differentiate), and Varius is the only valid name for her. Varian Studies then posits that the
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misnomers of Elagabalus and Heliogabalus form an avatar that exists within cultural memory
independent of the life of Varius. For Varian studies, this means all of the material associated
with the avatar are illegitimate fictions that get in the way of real historical work. The work is
heavily positivistic and concerned with absolute truths that stake claims about who their Varius
was. It participates in a tradition of creating and representing Elagabalus in a particular way,
dragging her into their historical conceptions and developing a history of her that exists as a
consequence of its telling.
It is worth noting, as Carriker points out, that within Varian studies, there are scholars
whose work de Arrizabalaga y Prado published in the Varian Studies volumes who were critical
of what they perceived as the overly idiosyncratic and unhelpful vocabulary that de Arrizabalaga
y Prado insisted upon. However, Carriker also takes issue with de Arrizabalaga y Prado’s
assessment at the end of the book that the statement “Varius was a man” is ultimately
unverifiable—an assessment Carriker suggests undermines the entire project of de Arrizabalaga
y Prado’s Varian Studies (2). This highlights some of the instability even within a cursory view
of a tradition of scholarship—even as Varian Studies as an enterprise seeks to close off other
potentialities of her being in favor of one understanding of Varius, some of that tradition’s own
scholars use various other frameworks for interpretation.
The only scholar to come close to doing a reception studies approach to Elagabalus is
Martijn Icks, who has been concerned with the “cultural afterlife” of Elagabalus (he concludes
that the names are ultimately unknowable so he chooses to use the name he feels most people
know). However, across Icks’s works, he is most concerned with the original biographies and
how they create the idea of “good” and “bad” emperors, arguing that the gender and sexual
practices within the biographies are only character assassinations meant to legitimate future
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rulers. While Icks works with more contemporary receptions, these projects only look to validate
the effectiveness of the biographies’ construction of Elagabalus-as-bad-emperor. In his book The
Crimes of Elagabalus, Icks spends a majority of the book creating a biography of Elagabalus and
spends only the last two chapters summarizing large swaths of receptions and their use of
badness to discredit her. Icks’s study’s limitation comes out of an assumption of her badness that
precludes the possibility of her other various uses by other composers: that LGBTQ+ composers
figure her as a productive means for articulating their queerness is not a product of her cultural
badness. Rather than interrogating the rhetorical effectiveness of Elagabalus being constructed as
a bad emperor, The Crimes of Elagabalus reproduces the idea that she was a bad emperor.
This leaves a history that is still predicated on tacit assumptions of Elagabalus’s gender
and sexual practices as being mere gossip that erase the possibility of trans and queer being,
presenting a unique moment to interrogate history-as-reception in the ways that Elagabalus is
being invented out of a particular set of values that uphold a positivistic orientation and
cisheteronormativity. Additionally, there has been little scholarship outside of individual
interpretations of composers or media that have examined representations of Elagabalus as
receptions of Elagabalus to examine why people have needed this figure beyond the “bad
emperor” construction, a fixation which ignores how she has been used to mediate identities,
communities, and ideas through her receptions.
Receptive Studies
While firmly rooted in rhetoric, this study is conversant with history, classics, queer
theory, LGBT studies, and women’s and gender studies from its key arguments to its
methodology as a rhetorical queer and trans feminist classical reception study. Primarily, this
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dissertation is a classical reception rhetorical studies project informed largely by queer, trans,
and feminist theories and rhetorics.
Reception studies offers a way of knowing that is, at its core, rhetorical. Shane Butler
highlights how classical reception allows for interrogation into a composer’s relationship to the
classical past, what it means to represent the past, and what is even meant by classical as all
value-laden questions that put the present context and composer in conversation with the past
(15). Or, as Lois Agnew writes, classical reception studies “reveals how the interests of different
historical moments shape textual reception, and also helps to account for the representations of
individuals and texts that provide the basis for the histories we tell” (26). In many ways,
reception studies highlights how the composer’s need for a classical past conditions the available
means for inventing and telling histories of that past.
This project roots itself in queer and trans thought, highlighting similar orientations
between queer and trans methodologies and classical reception studies in their aims of unsettling
historical accounts. Queerness in this context, though, must be a term that is situated queerly:
Elagabalus has certainly been represented as a queer figure (variously as a gay man, a trans
woman, and so on), but this approach has to be careful in how these queer practices are
represented so as to not make claims on Elagabalus’s being but how Elagabalus has come to
mean for the composers of her representations. This approach must do all of this while also
pushing against the imposition of cisheteronormative status quo assumptions that would wash
out any queer practices Elagabalus may have engaged in. It is an effort to let her be: unsettled,
and maybe even unsettling.
This unsettled approach presents a challenge to the queer archive and much of queer
theory that has informed the queer archive. The queer archive has frequently been posited as a
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site of invention, as allocisheteronormativity as an orientation to history and archiving has erased
queer subjects and materials (Morris 147). This impulse to structure the archive on the loss of
queerness within the archive is built on long traditions within queer theory that are built around
queer theory’s antinormative orientation, such as Michel Foucault’s genealogical orientation to
The History of Sexuality that shows how self-knowledge around sexuality is a function of the
systems of power upon which heteronormativity depends frequently through the pathologizing of
queerness within the subject, which gives rise to the antiessentialist and relational ideas that are
prevalent within queer theory. It is also built on the works of Heather Love and Ann Cvetkovich,
who argue that queer experiences have not and cannot be archived because of their inherent
(perhaps even essentialist) connections to shame, loss, and what has been deemed as the private.
Thirdly, this conception of the queer archive actually relies on an antirelational model of
queerness advanced by Leo Bersani and Lee Edelman that suggests that queerness is an opting
out of reproducing the future by no longer engaging in heteronormativity—this opting out (the
Lacanian ‘no’) endows queers with a critical perspective on society, to read differently, or, in the
case of Jack Halberstam’s work, to forget and fail in ways that interrogate social structures. This
is not to say that claiming the queer archive as an archive of invention is itself wrong; however,
it is to suggest that the queer archival methodology put forward by a large portion of current
queer rhetorical scholarship is dependent on ideas of queer loss and ideas that queers and queer
researchers are opting out of reproduction.
This is why José Muñoz offers the critique that queer theory’s “various romances of
negativity” can only be possible if “one can frame queerness as a singular abstraction that can be
subtracted and isolated from a larger social matrix” (12, 94). Put differently, what we invent out
of the queer archive is still reproducing out of the available means, even if it reproduces
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differently. Put again differently, state power, racism, sexism, allocentrism, cispatriarchy,
colonialities, and so forth are often reproduced in work that is queer. This is why I find Jean
Bessette’s articulation of a queer rhetoric in situ so productive, as it resists the antinormative
impulse of queer work and draws on Eve Sedgwick’s reparative reading to examine the historical
particularities of queer activity (149). When put into classical reception studies, the reparative, in
situ queer reading asks us to look to the particularities of how the composer has created their
representation within their contexts in order to show the rhetorical workings of its animation.
Anjali Arondekar offers a second productive provocation that insists that queers and queerness
are not always erased and can sometimes be hypervisible, but what is produced out of that
visibility and presence is not always queer: this provocation asks us how do we produce histories
of queer presence without reproducing the conditions of the archive (120). These questions,
when read through reception studies, allow us to see the excessive presences of queer subjects
(perhaps especially for a subject such as Elagabalus) and attend to what and how she is being
reproduced in each context without making claims about her being. In this, we see how the
knowledge claims and representations of Elagabalus as acted upon her subject open a space for a
queer historical rhetorical agency in refusing to be knowable or reducible to intelligible identity
and in the refusal to make known on the part of the histori(an/ographer).
Trans theory and studies has had an interesting relationship with queer theory and LGBT
studies, collectively here as queer studies. They are two distinct fields that have been mutually
informed by each other, but have remained separate largely because of queer studies’
allociscentrism. Elagabalus as a historical subject who has been discussed with various gender
and sexual practices necessitates the incorporation of both traditions of thought in such a way
that refuses to allow one tradition to overpower the other. Perhaps more than queer studies, trans
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studies has been critical of state power, medical pathologizing and institutional power, and
temporal relationships between researcher and researched subject (see Lair; Rawson). While
certainly there are efforts to recover subjects who may or may not have been trans in some way,
the drive within much trans scholarship has been to ask questions of how we and others have
lived their lives to encounter the materiality of gender and digressions of gender practices, to
perform their gender practices in a way that addressed their material needs, and to live with
gender liberation in some form in mind (see Bey and Green). This has led to an understanding of
transness and trans perspectives that has much more readily been less concerned with the
recovery of trans subjects and has instead concerned itself with how assigned gender deviating
practices have been disciplined and levied on particular subjects, and how this can give rise to
trans identities. When put in conversation with classical reception studies, this allows us to
consider how representations of Elagabalus’s various gender practices have relied on institutions
of power that have given meaning to particular identities.
In addition, much of trans scholarship tends to be in much more direct conversation with
feminist scholarship than queer scholarship tends to be, with notable exceptions (see Lair;
Rawson). Ultimately, this receptions studies approach is a feminist project. This work resists
recovery, but is in relationship with recovery projects, projects that have been important within
feminist rhetorical historiographies in the past, such as the work of Glenn and her respondents
and the debate between Biesecker and Campbell.
In some sense, by writing about Elagabalus within a dissertation and other disciplinary
apparatuses, this project recovers her into a canon of queer and trans fems making it more
possible through the project’s production “to create awareness (through shared experience) that
what were thought to be personal deficiencies and individual problems are common and shared
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as a result of” queer and trans fem postions (Campbell 79). However, any figuring of Elagabalus
performed in this dissertation is done with the attention to how the Truth of Elagabalus is not “in
the archive, not in any archive, not even in all the archives added together” (Biesecker 127).
What a queer and trans feminist classical reception studies project of Elagabalus does best,
perhaps, is offer “historiography… to survey a vast body of primary and secondary material in
order to develop alternative rhetorical traditions, grounded in the constraints on” queer and trans
fem bodies, realities, and discourse, while acknowledging the “project of liberal recovery risks
replicating an unhelpful ideological individualism that fails to recognize the structural contexts
of and possibilities for queer subjects to emerge” (Campbell “Consciousness-Raising” 60; Cloud
(extending Biesecker) 25).
Thus, this project draws on orientations within feminist rhetorics that offer other means
of accessing history outside and alongside feminist rhetorical critiques of figure studies. One of
the foundational concepts for this project is Vicky Collins’s rhetorical accretion that asks to read
each text “closely not only for the nature of its own rhetoric but also for how it colors the ethos
of the core text and what it, along with the modes of production and distribution, indicates about
cultural formation” (548). This is complimentary with classical reception theory as it emphasizes
how layers of meaning get added to texts with each subsequent reception. Additionally, Jessica
Enoch’s reminder that histories structure what we remember, but equally structure what we
forget (66). This important reminder shows how collective memory is constructed and taken up
with/as history allowing for certain relationships to the past to be more easily available to us
(68). Additionally Royster’s call for the acknowledgement of passionate attachments provides a
fundamental attention to the particularities of how histories are produced. She writes, “My point
here is that knowledge is produced by someone and that its producers are not formless and
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invisible… They are vested with vision, values, and habits; with ways of being and ways of
doing” (280). This attention to the particularities of how knowledge is produced demands we
specify these passionate attachments, “to recognize who has produced the knowledge, what the
bases of it are, what the material circumstances of its production entail, what consequences or
implications are suggested by its existence, and for whom the consequences and implications
hold true” (280). These contribute to an orientation within reception studies that sees how figures
mean from both the historical particularities of the composers, but also how the available means
have been pre-conditioned from a figure’s previous comings-to-mean.
To Call Her Not Lord
It is my argument that all receptions of historical figures make, whether tacitly or
explicitly, knowledge-claims laden with value judgments on the figures that they represent.
While this is not a figure study of Elagabalus, she is figured here, and I have made several
decisions regarding how she is figured to help reflect the tensions within my arguments.
Perhaps most notably, I have decided to use she/her pronouns when referencing
Elagabalus. This is not meant as an assertion of Elagabalus’s womanhood and/or femininity
which remain—importantly—unsettled. Rather, it is meant to dislodge the settling and
sedimentation of he/him pronouns used in academic texts thus far to discuss Elagabalus. As I
have discussed earlier, most historians and classicists default to he/him pronouns as they insist
Elagabalus’s queerness cannot be known or could be character assassination imposed on her
posthumously, even as we may note they will assert that whether Elagabalus is a man cannot be
known. However, an assumption that aligns with systems of power is still an assumption needing
interrogation. To default to he/him pronouns is to elide the possibility of Elagabalus’s femininity
or womanhood. If neither possibility can be known, then neither set of pronouns offers us a way
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of representing her without our deciding for her how she is called: both possibilities are possible.
Thus, herein I have used in my own descriptions she/her pronouns while retaining the he/him
pronouns used in her commentators as an effort to hold in tension both possibilities.
The singular they offers another alternative. While I may, if this were a text focused on
receiving Elagabalus either in long-form narrative or the development of my own historical
account of her life in full, see the value in using a pronoun that is gendered-neutral, I contend
that to default to they is to avoid the bumpiness of the question of Elagabalus’s being. We have
no evidence that Elagabalus considered herself to be nonbinary or in any other way genderneutral, after all—if we are to take seriously the claims of her queerness, we see her aligning
herself explicitly within gendered systems. Further, we have very little means of meaningfully
understanding how Elagabalus would have understood herself within contemporary gender
binary and nonbinary gender configurations. And lastly, the use of the singular they within the
project of this particular dissertation has the potential to collapse Elagabalus’s narrative into a
singular understanding of Elagabalus rather than holding the possibility of multiple gendered
beings in tension with one another.
My own messily gendered life shapes my relationship to this subject. As a nonbinary
scholar who uses they/them and he/him pronouns, I have had to think deeply about pronoun uses
and felt the pressure of gendered systems pressing against me. Existing in a body that resists
gender binaries, I encounter frequently the ways in which people collapse my own gender
messiness and nonbinary identity into the power structure of the gender binary. Genders are
continually assigned to me and I am (mis)gendered frequently. This has certainly helped prime
the way I encountered Elagabalus as a Tumblr user in 2012 when I saw factions of the LGBTQ+
community debating whether or not Elagabalus was a gay man or a trans woman. However, it is
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because of these experiences that I am not attempting to recover Elagabalus as a gay man, a trans
woman, or a nonbinary person. I would contend that I am not attempting to recover her at all;
however, there is a limit to which I feel I can say that given how she is figured within this project
regardless of my efforts to resist figure studies. Instead, I am endeavoring to show, by holding
Elagabalus’s various receptions in tension, the multiple potentialities of gendered beings within a
past and to highlight how bodies and experiences get collapsed into singular understandings of
self in a way that can be harmful given my own experiences of gender in the present: this is a
criticism of the function of history as it participates in presen(ts/ce) and conditions the available
means rather than elucidating a gendered subject.
A Brief Histor(y/iography) of Elagabalus
I am including here a brief overview of Elagabalus in the hopes less of articulating
historical knowledge than to serve two purposes: to show the possibilities of her history rather
than a single narrative, and to establish some amount of baseline understanding of the context in
which she appears so that we can discuss her receptions with this in mind. Further, this account
itself is an effort to resist the collapsing of her identity and being into a singular historical subject
and is an effort to point out the function of history as an orienting force that conditions the
available means. Elagabalus was born in 203–4ce, depending on which of the ancient sources we
draw from, in Emesa in the west of Syria, and became empress of Rome in 218ce at the early age
of 14. Her reign was a short one as she was assassinated in 222ce at the age of either 18 or 19
(Grant 24). Despite the brevity of her reign on the throne, Elagabalus’s reign has remained
noteworthy to historians for the scandals that marked an otherwise uneventful four-year period
for the Roman Empire.
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Herodian more than Dio emphasizes Elagabalus’s past before becoming empress of
Rome. Herodian describes her as having been dedicated to the sun god, El-gabal, from whose
name she would later be called (19). Herodian then goes on to describe the lavishness of the
temple to Elagabalus and the large black stone that represented the sun god that she would later
have moved to Rome, and would be sent back once more after her death (20-21). He also writes:
As Bassianus performed his priestly duties, dancing at the altars to music of flutes and
pipes and all kinds of instruments in the barbarian fashion, everyone, especially the
soldiers, viewed him with fairly close interest because they knew he was a member of the
imperial family (apart from the fact that his beautiful appearance attracted everyone’s
attention). (23)
It was evidently this attention given to Elagabalus, who would have been called Varius at the
time, that enabled her grandmother, Julia Maesa, aunt of a previously assassinated Roman
Emporer, Caracalla, to claim Varius was the illegitimate daughter of Caracalla and one of Julia
Maesa’s daughters, Julia Soaemias, and to organize the military around her granddaughter
(Herodian 23–27). After Julia Maesa consolidated military power around her granddaughter, a
military uprising began that ended with the execution of Macrinus, the emperor of Rome at that
time (Potter 224). Following Macrinus’s execution, “Elagabalus like Macrinus, merely notified
the senators of his accession. They agreed, for fear of the soldiers. And so the new emperor
entered Rome in spring, or July, or September, 219” (Grant 24). It is important to note how the
ancient sources and their more contemporary counterparts both emphasize military histories and
military power, most pointedly noting this when we consider the ancient sources as rhetorically
advocating for senatorial power and aligning themselves with regimes that followed the militaryled assassination of the empress. This reminder of the military emphasis in history can help
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highlight the frameworks being used when Elagabalus is received both in history and in other
media.
Herodian describes the arrival of Elagabalus in Rome as decadent and lavish and
emphasizes that she was neither Roman nor Greek, writing, “He wore the most expensive types
of clothes, woven purple and gold, and adorned himself with necklaces and bangles. On his head
he wore a crown in the shape of a tiara” (39). He goes onto describe his styling as Phoenician or
from Medes, already suggesting a geographic and ethnic division between the Greco-Roman and
this new empress. He continues, “Any Roman or Greek dress he loathed because, he claimed, it
was made out of wool, which is a cheap material. Only seric silk was good enough for him” (41).
Throughout the passage Herodian inscribes Elagabalus with layers of gendered or effeminizing
language and, as Icks points out, orientalizing language, creating the eventual image of “the
‘Oriental’ Emperor” (481). Herodian takes great effort throughout to remind or to instill the
image of Elagabalus as a foreigner, contributing to the otheredness and vilification of the
empress that Herodian perpetuates. Icks uses the language of the oriental gaze to denote the
embedded assumptions within the ancient sources to suggest that it was her ‘Eastern’ status that
further vilified her to the Romans and contributed to the narrative of Elagabalus being lavish,
debauched, and trivial as commentators, particularly Herodian, seemed overtly hostile to the idea
of a non-Roman ruling Rome (482).
Dio comments less on the appearances of Elagabalus as a foreigner and more on the cult
of El-gabal that Elagabalus was dedicated to, though he does frequently refer to Elagabalus as
“the Assyrian.” He discusses ritual and child sacrifices performed by the cult, particularly when
Elagabalus moved El-gabal to be the chief deity in the Roman pantheon above Jupiter (83).
These religious practices, bound up in Elagabalus’s national origin as Syrian detailed in both Dio
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and Herodian are present too within the Vita, which contributes little in the way of new
information. Thus, the othering of Elagabalus along ethnic, gendered, and religious lines exists
across the ancient sources from which secondary sources across nearly 1,800 years have been
written. We have no other institutional or citational means of arriving at Elagabalus, and we have
no other institutional or citational means for Elagabalus to arrive in Rome or to us. And her
arrival to us is conditioned by its telling, a history and a lineage produced as a consequence of
developing history: Elagabalus as the ephemeral, effeminate, and ineffectual religious zealot
becomes one possible narrative produced only through the telling of her being such.
To offer another way of reading, we might look at Elagabalus’s refusal of Roman
tradition as an insistence on asserting her Syrian identity. After Elagabalus arrived in Rome,
Herodian describes Julia Maesa attempting to persuade her to dress in Roman style, to correct
her movements to be more acceptable to Roman audiences, and to no longer wear “finery more
appropriate for women than men” (41). Since she refused the advice, “No one was admitted to
his presence except men of similar habit and those who flattered his faults” (41). However,
Herodian goes on to describe how Elagabalus began appearing more in public always in dress
that Herodian deems “barbarous” (41). Paintings were issued of her performing as a public priest
making sacrifices and hung in the Roman Senate, and after some time Elagabalus began
physically appearing before the senate (43). We can even read the movement of El-gabal to the
Roman pantheon at the head of the faith as Elagabalus’s refusal to erase her ethnicity and
religious practices. This is one way that we can show the history of Elagabalus as unsettled, by
simply using the same evidence to tell other possibilities. This argues bibliographic traditions are
simply one tradition of reception, which can further help explain the various ways she is received
across media.
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Many historians view Elagabalus’s religious reforms in Rome to have led to her
assassination (Icks 25). Herodian, Dio, and the Vita each describe Elagabalus as instituting Elgabal as chief deity within the Roman faith. Herodian and the Vita both enumerate how
Elagabalus had the large black stone moved from the temple in Emesa to Rome. Elagabalus
instructed that all Roman magistrates and priests were to make sacrifices and perform rituals to
El-gabal before any other Roman god (Herodian 43). For the ancient sources, this appears to be
another instantiation of Elagabalus’s ‘Eastern’ identity being forced into Roman society. And
even while ruling as empress, Elagabalus refused to stop practicing within the priesthood of her
god. Instead, she had herself named high priest, so that she could continue in both her role as a
public priest and as empress of Rome (Dio 92). At this point, she began fashioning herself as the
priest-emperor (Icks 25). This move toward becoming the priest-emperor can be seen on
Elagabalus’s imperial coinage. The front of the coin, bearing the likeness of the empress refers to
her as Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, but the back side reads: SANCT DEO SOLI ELAGABAL, or
“priest of the sun god El-gabal” (Grant plate 17). Other coins bore inscriptions such as “highest
priest-emperor” and “invincible priest-emperor” (Icks 26). It is worth pausing here to note the
use of the imperial coins were issued with each emperor of Rome as a symbol of their rule and
remains the largest material evidence we have of Elagabalus’s reign. Additionally, these coins
when they name Elagabalus tend to use her imperial name, Marcus Aurelius Antonius Augustus,
and on several of the coins names Julia Maesa (de Arrizabalaga y Prado 59–60). Icks notes how
Julia Maesa took an active role in attempting to stylize the empress as the ideal Roman emperor
by encouraging her to dress more Roman, adhering to Roman customs, and giving her an
imperial name that harkened to many of Rome’s previous emperors (26). Given the presence of
Julia Maesa on the coinage of both Elagabalus and Severus Alexander, Elagabalus’s successor, it
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is worth considering Elagabalus’s naming as a rhetorical decision and how this situates her
within a Roman imperial context, rather than irrefutably making her imperial name the only valid
name. The insistence on using Marcus Aurelius Antonius Augustus on coinage and not other
possible namings, such as Elagabalus, may have as much to do with the involvement of Julia
Maesa styling Elagabalus as an ideal Roman ruler as much as anything else and draws on a
lineage of other Roman emperors in name.
In her role as high priest, Elagabalus attempted to lead Romans in worship of her deity.
Herodian notes that she often made the senators watch her dance around El-gabal’s altar
accompanied by the same instruments he referred to as barbaric earlier in his account (47). He
also notes her holding lavish celebrations to honor her god through which food was given to the
people of Rome, more dancing was done, and Elagabalus escorted a representation of the deity
that Herodian describes:
A six horse chariot carried the divinity, the horses huge and flawlessly white, with
expensive gold fittings and rich ornaments. No one held the reins, and no one rode in the
chariot; the vehicle was escorted as if the god himself were the charioteer. Elagabalus ran
backward in front of the chariot, facing the god and holding the horses’ reins. He made
the whole journey in this reverse fashion, looking up into the face of his god. (51)
He notes further that she fell numerous times as she walked backward, but never took her eyes
off her god (51). Elagabalus also sought to marry her god to another. The empress’ choice in
marrying Uriania, a goddess worshiped in Carthage and Libya, brought on another scandal in
religious reforms (Herodian 49). This was in part due to Uriania, a non-Roman deity, being
brought to Rome by a non-Roman in Herodian’s view. Additionally, Elagabalus married a vestal
virgin, claiming her role as priest allowed her to marry someone dedicated to their religion,
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which Herodian (1970) describes as making a “mockery” of marriage (49). Throughout
describing her religious practices, Herodian continues to describe her in terms that exoticize her
and her religion and depict her as lavish and foreign, contributing to the oriental gaze that Icks
discusses.
Herodian then describes Julia Maesa’s concerns that Elagabalus’s continual refusal to
adhere to Roman cultural standards would lead to revolt. According to Herodian, Julia Maesa
convinced the “thoughtless, silly young man… by flattery” to adopt her other grandson, Severus
Alexander (59). He goes on to write, “Her argument was that of course the emperor should keep
himself free to carry out his priestly office and worship the god, since he was dedicated to his
ecstatic and orgiastic rites and his divine duties” (59). Following this, Herodian describes how
the empress appointed Severus Alexander Caesar and wanted him trained in “leaping and
dancing, and to share in his priesthood,” but Severus Alexander’s mother “removed him from
contact with such activities which were shameful and unbecoming for emperors” (61). Indeed,
Herodian goes to great pains to cast these two characters as cultural opposites: Elagabalus as the
effeminate, debauched, exotic boy and Severus Alexander as the serious, Roman, masculine
emperor. The tying together in Herodian of Elagabalus’s identity as foreign and exotic with her
femininity becomes a productive tool for Herodian to disparage the empress in text, each
distancing the empress from an imagined Roman masculine ideal.
Dio’s history seems most chiefly written out of disgust for Elagabalus’s gender and
sexual practices, making more explicit references to them than Herodian. He writes, “He used his
body for doing and allowing many unheard of things which no one would endure telling or
hearing” (95). However, he does go on to describe these practices and their gendered
implication, which he seems to take most issue with. He goes on:
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He married many women and had liaisons with many more without any lawful title, yet it
was not that he cared about them; he simply wanted to imitate their actions when he
should lie with his lovers… He would go by night, wearing a wig of long hair, into the
taverns and ply the trade of a female huckster. He frequented notorious brothels, drove
out the prostitutes, and prostituted himself. Finally, he set aside a room in the palace and
there committed his indecencies, standing all the time naked at the door of it, as the
harlots do, and shaking the curtain, which was fastened by gold rings, the while in a soft
and melting voice he solicited the passers-by (95).
It is the basis of her engaging in sex work and adopting traits Dio associates with femininity that
draw his contempt. And this is by no means the end of Dio’s list of grievances, nor the worst in
his view.
Dio writes about a lover of Elagabalus named Hierocles, a Carian slave and charioteer, to
which “he [Elagabalus] was bestowed in marriage and was termed wife, mistress, queen” (96). In
fact, Elagabalus intended on naming Hierocles Caesar, infuriating his grandmother (97). This
move threatened the appointment of Severus Alexander to the office of Caesar and so strained
their relationship. Dio also writes when she was greeted by a nobleman, Elagabalus, “bending his
neck so as to assume a ravishing feminine pose, and turning his eyes wide upon him, answered
without hesitation: ‘call me not Lord, for I am a Lady’” (98). However, Dio continues:
However, the emperor drove himself to such a frenzy of lewdness that he asked the
physicians to contrive a woman’s vagina in his person by means of an incision, and held
out to them the hope of great pay for this achievement. (99)
Herodian also demonized Elagabalus’s assigned-gender-deviating practices frequently, writing
“He used to go out with painted eyes and rouge on his cheeks, spoiling his natural good looks by
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using disgusting makeup” (57). Or later, when Herodian describes Elagabalus’s appearance
before the senate, he writes, “They were revolted at the sight of the emperor with his face made
up more elaborately than a modest woman would have done, and effeminately dressed up in
golden necklaces and soft clothes, dancing for everyone to see” (67). It is frequently these
statements through which contemporary scholars attempt to ascribe onto Elagabalus
contemporary identity categories like gay man or trans woman, though they are just as
commonly either conveniently omitted or dismissed as rumor (see Grant; Icks, 2008; Icks, 2012;
and Potter for examples). In each we see the invention of history being acted upon Elagabalus,
making decisions about who she was or is and fashioning history out of the telling of who she
was instead of allowing for multiple potentialities to exist simultaneously.
Despite the contempt given to Elagabalus, most historians agree that her reign was
largely a continuation of previous imperial regimes with few administrative changes, military
incident, or political movement (Grant 26; Icks 7; Potter 224). Potter attributes this to the
efficacy of those who had organized the empress’ accession coupled with Elagabalus’s noted
disinterest in matters of state (224). However, this history should be challenged on how
Elagabalus did involve herself in matters of state. The religious reforms mentioned above
certainly did not only exist as religious practices but also as a challenge to the function and
matter of state. Additionally, it is worth noting how Elagabalus was the first and only sovereign
of the empire to allow women in the Roman Senate and to eventually create the Women’s
Senate, both of which would be banned following Elagabalus’s assassination (Historia Augusta
1:3). One interpretation of Elagabalus’s shift to allowing women in the senate is to look at the
ways that powerful Severan women benefitted from this shift, like his grandmother Julia Maesa.
This interpretation makes it easy to cast Julia Maesa as the political organizer behind the empress
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and attribute many of Elagabalus’s decisions to Julia Maesa. While this reading is well-taken, it
does not account for how Julia Maesa later organizes the assassination of Elagabalus and the
accession of her other grandson, Severus Alexander, who would abolish these reforms. These
acts were performed by Elagabalus as a function of her rule and demonstrate how historians have
failed to ascribe any agency to her or any investment in matters of state. Additionally, Elagabalus
appointed high administrative and governing offices to non-noble persons, freedmen, and former
slaves leading Herodian and Dio to accuse Elagabalus of appointing them on the basis of sexual
service or by the size of their genitals (Dio 65; Herodian 95); the accuracy of how these
appointments were made notwithstanding, Elagabalus did not solely rely on the governance of
those that organized his accession to maintain the governing of the empire as contemporary
historians suggest. While contemporary historians and classicista seem to claim that the
appointment of non-nobility is evidence of Elagabalus as a frivolous ruler, doing so occludes the
possibility of her being capable of making intentional decisions that did not align with the
interests of her contemporaries and commentators.
It is certainly the case that the last of these instances of Elagabalus’s instances of
exercising her governing power galvanized the nobility and military to gather around Severus
Alexander with the organizing and leadership of Julia Maesa (Potter 224). This eventually led to
the seizing of Elagabalus, Hierocles, and her mother, Julia Soaemias, by soldiers in support of
Severus Alexander, who then assassinated them. Herodian describes how Elagabalus and her
mother were killed, dragged through the streets and mutilated before being thrown in the sewers
that ran to the Tiber River (73). Following this, Severus Alexander was named emperor of Rome
in 222ce. The same historical sources that vilify Elagabalus romanticize Severus Alexander,
despite contemporary historians finding little to validate their accolades. Grant writes they
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“pronounce, at great length, that Severus Alexander’s reign had been a Golden Age of restored
senatorial power… But all these elaborate insistences appear unfounded” (26). Instead, as Grant
enumerates, Severus Alexander’s reign was one marked by an increase in Roman military power,
military incursions from the Persian War and Germanic War, and the end of the Severan dynasty
(29). It is worth noting how the ancient sources, then, are not unified in their telling and create
instability that other composers can develop out of creating the various traditions that grow over
the following centuries. Thus, my effort here is not to tell a story of Elagabalus’s life but to show
the openings in how she is written about so that we can better make sense of how capacious the
past can be for inventing new ways of being and relating to the past.
Following Her
In the interest of holding multiple potentialities in tension, chapter one takes seriously
receptions of Elagabalus that focus on Elagabalus as a symbol of badness to answer the
questions around for whom is Elagabalus a bad emperor as one lineage of Elagabalus’s
receptions. When examined closely, it can become apparent that the badness for which
Elagabalus is known is not singular, but that she is understood differently by different composers
to reflect shifting cultural values of what is considered bad. To do this, I develop a framework of
analysis that draws on theories of abjection and monster studies as an analytic but highlight that
when these texts that represent Elagabalus are examined on their own terms, they show us the
multiplicity of badnesses that cannot be collapsed into a singular narrative of bad emperor.
Specifically, this chapter looks at three Edgar Allan Poe stories, an H.P. Lovecraft story and a
Weather Factory video game which all figure Elagabalus.
In chapter two, I contrast the uses of Elagabalus as the symbol of badness with other
traditions of Elagabalus being used as a symbol of empire. This is an important shift in the
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conversation about Elagabalus’s use in representations as it highlights how her imperial legacy is
not universally received through badness and that her rule has other traditions and perspectives to
receive her through. I demonstrate longstanding traditions of receptions of Elagabalus that use
her to connect institutions to Roman imperial rule, often to legitimate these institutions. This
chapter looks at a fresco on an Austrian castle, a wood carving in a Venetian church, and how
Elagabalus is figured within Eusebius to show other traditions of receiving Elagabalus.
In chapter three, I highlight how Elagabalus has been used as a site of negotiating
queerness, bringing to the fore how Elagabalus has been a part of the available means of
inventing identities and relationships. I parallel queer representations of Elagabalus from Oscar
Wilde to digital sources in the 21st Century alongside LGBTQ+ history to show how Elagabalus
has always existed in a contested space and as a site of negotiation for queerness. What I offer
here is a queer perspective in line with Jean Bessette’s that shows how acts of queerness can be
both normative and antinormative at the same time by attending to the particularities of the
individual representations.
I conclude by returning to the idea of her history as drag and the broader implications that
history is by nature drag(ging), the creation of orienting trails for others to travel, and a force that
conditions the available means to be invented out of. In so doing, I raise questions of how we can
invent differently, hold multiple possibilities of the past in tension with one another to invent
new potentialities for futures.
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Chapter One
Bad Emperor
The life of Elagabalus Antoninus, also called Varius, I should never have put in writing—hoping
that it might not be known that he was emperor of the Romans—, were it not that before him this
same imperial office had had a Caligula, a Nero, and a Vitellius. But, just as the selfsame earth
bears not only poisons but also grain and other helpful things, not only serpents but flocks as
well, so the thoughtful reader may find himself some consolation for these monstrous tyrants….
—Historia Augusta, 105.
I quote in elegiacs all the crimes of Heliogabalus. —W. S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan, “MajorGeneral’s Song”.
Heliogabalus did lots of interesting things. Not nice things; but nonetheless interesting. —Niel
Gaiman, Being an Account of the Life and Death of the Emperor Heliogabalus.
There looms, within abjection, one of those violent, dark revolts of being, directed against a
threat that seems to emanate from an exorbitant outside or inside, ejected beyond the scope of
the possible, the tolerable, the thinkable. It lies there, quite close, but it cannot be assimilated. —
Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection 1
Representations of Elagabalus’s badness are well established and commented on—
perhaps most thoroughly by Martijn Icks, who establishes the construction of the bad emperor as
Elagabalus’s cultural afterlife (4). For Icks, however, the study of Elagabalus’s badness serves as
a means of understanding how bad rulers are made, rather than parsing the representations of
Elagabalus to glean how she is being used: there is an uncharitable reading of Icks that suggests
that Icks enters analysis of Elagabalus’s representations with the assumption that Elagabalus is
bad from the beginning (4–5). However, since there are a vast number of representations of
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Elagabalus as a bad emperor, Icks’s work is important in its cataloguing and analysis of badness
as Elagabalus’s afterlife. The ubiquity of this badness that Icks comments on can be gleaned
from two of the opening epigraphs, briefly, that she is figured in a line of the “Major General
Song” to comment on the comically esoteric and unpractical training of a “modern major
general,” or that her badness becomes the subject of commentary of Niel Gaimon in his 24 hour
comic.
However, my goal in this chapter is not to rehearse the arguments of Icks—he has made
those arguments compellingly already and established just how well-installed Elagabalus’s
badness is in her representations. Instead, I wish to add to the conversation of Elagabalus-as-bad
that her badness is multiple, and highlight how multiple constructions of badness show us
multiple Elagabaluses. Rather than the ubiquity of badness demonstrating the effectiveness of the
rhetorical construction of the bad emperor, the instantiations of Elagabalus’s badness can show
us how she is figured “beyond the scope of the possible,” yet is “quite close,” and “cannot be
assimilated,” in a way that shows us badness as a rhetorical configuration that reveals values of
the contemporary composers (Kristeva, Powers 1). This is to say that Elagabalus’s badness, her
monstrousness, comes as her being figured as a fault-line between the self and other—the subject
of abjection—and by examining her badnesses in their particularities we can see how composers
mobilize abjection to create these self-other binaries. This is to say on the one hand that the lines
I follow that Elagabalus is dragged along are used as the fault line of difference, and on the other
that Elagabalus is being made addressable precisely because of this invented badness: thus, I am
examining her badness as topos that allows her to be invented abjectly. This invention touches on
Kristeva’s commentary on the function of literature that redoubles the social contract, revealing
the order of signs through everyday communication, a framework for rhetorical analysis that this
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chapter takes seriously (“Women’s Time” 31). These self-other binaries created through
abjection, when examined as topos, help show how what Kristeva refers to as the symbolic
contract is redoubled to maintain systems of power, reifying badness in particular contexts.
To do this, I will be following one thread of connected texts to show how frameworks
and understandings of Elagabalus’s badness shift and are not understood or used in the same
way, even among a single author’s texts or across authors directly inspired by each other. This
chapter follows five texts: Edgar Allen Poe’s “Four Beasts in One: The Homo-Cameleopard,”
“William Wilson,” and “Mellonta Tauta;” H.P. Lovecraft’s, who referred to Poe as his “God of
Fiction” (Derleth and Wandrei 20), “Herbert West—Reanimator;” and the 2018 Weather-Factory
video game Cultist Simulator, inspired by Lovecraft’s writing. These texts, while closely aligned
with each other, create a tension between showing us how Elagabalus’s badness is not singular,
while also showing how Elagabalus exists at the edge where signification and identity breaks
down in each case.
As the opening epigraph indicates, many of the ancient sources—though importantly, not
all, as I will discuss more at length in chapter two—depict Elagabalus as a bad emperor, and
indeed the Historia Augusta places her alongside Caligula, Nero, and Vitellius. The other two
ancient biographies are equally disparaging of Elagabalus. For instance, Cassius Dio refers to
Elagabalus “the False Antoninus,” or “The Assyrian” throughout his account (437). The authors
each tell a series of colorful stories that form the biography of the emperor that they use to justify
their negative accounts. All three spend a great deal of time discussing Elagabalus’s gender and
sexual practices and her religious practices to explain her badness.
It is for this reason that it becomes necessary as well to develop analytics for interpreting
badness. To do this, I turn to theories of the abject and to works of monster studies. This is
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important as Elgabalus, particularly within the works I discuss in this chapter, is associated with
horror, the abject, and monsters. While Elagabalus is not herself a monster in the way of
vampires, she is figured monstrously and alongside monsters—whether those monsters are the
cameleopard and beasts, the doppelganger, zombies, or alien entities. Together, these analytics of
the abject and the monster offer us a way to show Elagabalus at the site where signification,
identity, and culture collapse and are negotiated, where she is othered but not wholly outside the
composers, and exists at the nexus of desire and repulsion. Whether she is queer and breaking
down the cisheteronormative performances of gender and sexuality, or she is the threat of the
decline of American democracy or economic stability, or she represents excessive beauty within
the repugnant, or she is between great power and great ineffectuality, Elagabalus is figured at the
junctures of a breakdown of the knowable and the impossible that threaten the binaries and
power structures surrounding her composers in their temporalities.
Kristeva, in the epigraph, offers a way to conceive of the abject. The abject, in her
conception, occurs when signification breaks down as abjection “preserves what existed in the
archaism of pre-objectal relationship, in the immemorial violence with which a body becomes
separated from another body in order to be” (Powers 10). The horror of the abject comes out of
the:
Discomfort, unease, dizziness stemming from an ambiguity that, through the violence of
a revolt against, demarcates a space out of which signs and objects arise. Thus braided,
woven, ambivalent, a heterogeneous flux marks out a territory that I can call my own
because the Other, having dwelt in me as alter ego, points it out to me through loathing.
(10, original emphasis)
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This relates to understandings of monsters as it helps highlight how horror helps delineate
Kristeva’s “heterogeneous I,” and form cultural identities through the relationship of attraction
and fear (Powers 10). Jeffrey Jerome Cohen writes that monsters are created, “through a process
of fragmentation and recombination in which elements are extracted ‘from various forms’
(including—indeed, especially—marginalized social groups) and then assembled as the monster,
‘which can then claim an independent identity’” (11). The monster thus helps reinforce the Other
and gives identity to both the Other and self. Additionally, Cohen gives us 7 theses on monsters
that become a useful heuristic for the analysis of monstrous beings:
1. The monster’s body is a cultural body (4).
2. The monster always escapes (4).
3. The monster is always a harbinger of category crisis (6).
4. The monster dwells at the gates of difference (7).
5. The monster polices the borders of the possible (12).
6. Fear of the monster is really a kind of desire (16).
7. The monster stands at the threshold of becoming (20).
How each representation of Elagabalus’s badness represents the abject and these monstrous
theses can help parse out how each text figures her and her badness, while at the same time
highlighting how each figures her at the breaking down of signification. To be invented out of
the abject, which is to say to have the multiple beings of Elagabalus be locatable through
abjection, cannot create a unified subject position of Elagabalus as Elagabalus’s subjectivity is
dependent upon the where the symbolic order collapses for her composers—that the integrity and
receptivity of her being must be invented abjectly within the cultural dwelling of her composer in
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each instance (Consigny 284). In what follows I examine the varied monstrous frames of
abjection through which Elagabalus is being marshalled.
Three Tyrants in One: Poe’s Homo-Cameleopard
Frequently understood as Poe’s critique of Andrew Jackson and populist democracy,
Poe’s “Four Beasts in One: The Homo-Cameleopard” invokes what Rick Rodriguez refers to as
“mock horror” in the composition of his 1836 political satire (39). The story of “Four Beasts in
One” is set “in the flourishing times of the Roman Empire” (Poe, “Four Beasts” 102) in Antioch,
and follows the narrator taking the reader through the city to witness “Antiochus Epimanes,
Antiochus the Illustious, King of Syria” (Poe, “Four Beasts” 105) parading through the streets
dressed as a cameleopard until he is chased by tigers, lions, and leopards into the Coliseum to the
cheers of crowds. Antiochus Epimanes and the crowds that watch the parade become the site of
Poe’s criticism of Jacksonian populist democracy, as Rodriguez points out when writing,
“Inverting the traditional criticism of abusive state power, Poe depicts the sovereign as devoid of
authority, subject to the whims of a multitude hungry for the next spectacle” (39). This is the
world and criticism within which Elagabalus is invoked within the story of the homocameleopard.
In the opening pages of the story, when the narrator is describing the city and the reader,
a separate character in the narrative, observes sights of the city, we are confronted with the
reader observing marvelous temples and palaces, while the narrator confronts those observations
with descriptions of “mud huts,” “abominable hovels,” an “abundance of filth,” and “idolatrous
incense” (103). The character of the reader, then, observes, “It is certainly a strange place! What
is the meaning of yonder singular building! See! it towers above all others, and lies to the
eastward of what I take to be the royal palace” (103). This leads the narrator to explain:
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That is the new Temple of the Sun, who is adored in Syria under the title of Elah
Gabalah. Hereafter a very notorious Roman Emperor will institute this worship in Rome,
and thence derive a cognomen, Heliogabalus. I dare say you would like to take a peep at
the divinity of the temple. You need not look up at the heavens; his Sunship is not
there—at least not the Sunship adored by the Syrians. That deity will be found in the
interior of yonder building. He is worshipped under the figure of a large stone pillar
terminating at the summit in a cone or pyramid, whereby is denoted Fire. (103, original
emphasis)
This matches the description of the god El-Gabal that is provided in Herodian, though Poe has
placed the temple in Antioch in the story rather than Emesa (Herodian 20–21). This long
description of the temple of El-Gabal and the notorious emperor named after the deity within the
setting of the Poe’s Antioch provide ways of understanding his criticism of Jackson via
Antiochus Epimanes.
Antiochus Epimanes is presented here as “Antiochus the madman” (105), who has
commanded a “novel spectacle—some gladiatorial exhibition at the Hippodrome—or perhaps
the massacre of the Scythian prisoners—or the conflagration of his new palace—or the tearing
down of a handsome temple—or, indeed, a bonfire of a few Jews” (103–104). We might turn to
the more colorful representations of Elagabalus’s reign, particularly those depicted in the
Historia Augusta to note the similarities between Poe’s Antiochus the madman and the Historia
Augusta’s Elagabalus. For instance, the Historia Augusta gives us both an Elagabalus who
wanted either all gods to be worshiped under El-Gabal or to end the practice of all religions the
world over except hers (121; 117). The Historia Augusta is also where we find stories of child
sacrifices—particularly of Roman children—and the creation of grand spectacles such as the
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drowning of her dinner guests in rose petals (147–149). Both of these rulers in the story reinforce
each other as mad and ruling through lavish spectacle, and thus levy the criticism against
Jackson.
In Poe’s story, this sense of spectacle is tied to the will of the people, who turn on
Antiochus Epimanes when the beasts are motivated to overthrow the humans at the sight of the
king dressed as a cameleopard. Poe even writes, noting how quickly the people’s will abandoned
the sovereign, “‘The Prince of Poets,’ therefore, is upon his hnder legs, running for his life. His
courtiers have left him in the lurch, and his concubines have followed so excellent an example”
(106). But at the sight of how quickly Antiochus Epimanes runs to the safety of the Coliseum,
the citizens crown him “with the wreath of victory in the foot-race—a wreath which it is evident
he must obtain at the celebration of the next Olympiad, and which, therefore, they now give him
in advance” (Poe, “Four Beasts” 106, original emphasis). This parallels the turning of the Roman
army against Elagabalus; though the particularities differ among ancient accounts across Dio,
Herodian, and the Historia Augusta, they each describe the will of the people from whom the
sovereign derives her power turning on Elagabalus leading to her assassination. Elagabalus and
Antiochus Epimanes highlight the criticism of a populist democracy that Poe has in which state
power is subject to the whims of those that instate that power.
Notably, both Antiochus Epimanes and Elagabalus are from Syria, and Elagabalus is only
invoked in the story through her association with a Syrian religious practice. In this mock horror,
the subject of both Poe’s ridicule and terror are subjects of an oriental gaze. Sara Ahmed
reminds us that feminist postcolonial thinkers show us that “the East is associated with women,
sexuality and the exotic, with what is ‘behind’ and ‘below’ the West, as well as what is on ‘the
other side’” (14). Ahmed’s work on orientation and its connection with the Orient, can help
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unpack Elagabalus and Antiochus Epimanes as figures within this story criticizing Jackson. For
Ahmed, orientation shows us what we can readily reach and how we other subjects. This leads
Ahmed to write, “what I am orientated toward is ‘not me’ that allows me to do this or that. The
otherness of things is what allows me to do things ‘with’ them” (115). Differently, we might
highlight how it is the otherness of Elagabalus and her connections to Syrian religious practices
and Antiochus Epimanes that allows Poe to direct his criticism at Jackson. Further, Ahmed
shows us how the function of othering highlights how the Occident organizes subjects to relate
by writing, “By being directed toward the Orient, we are orientated ‘around’ the Occident. Or, to
be more precise, the Occident coheres as that which we are organized around through the very
direction of our gaze toward the Orient” (116). This raises the criticism of Jackson not only
around examples of state power, but that show Jacksonian populist democracy as the Orient
gazed toward, as not what the Occident is organized around. The mocking becomes Jackson’s
association with the not-us, and highlights the horror of the story as a shift in what ‘we,’ the
reader, experience as being organized around.
Haunted Self: Poe’s William Wilson
In 1839, Poe penned “William Wilson,” a story in which Elagabalus is referenced that is
often situated within the literary tradition of the double. In the story, William Wilson is our
narrator, though we are told this is a pseudonym, and follows his encounter of another boy with
the same appearance and name as him in a boarding school in England and the continual
haunting of our narrator by this other William Wilson throughout his life, until he kills the other
William Wilson in an antechamber in Rome. Upon killing the other Wilson, a large mirror
appears and he hears himself speaking, “In me didst thou exist—and, in my death, see by this
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image, which is thine own, how utterly thou hast murdered thyself” (Poe, “William” 225,
original emphasis).
The position of Elagabalus, as she is invoked in the story, can assist in the reading of this
text. Poe writes in the second paragraph, while William Wilson is describing what compels him
to write:
I would not, if I could, here or to-day, embody a record of my later years of unspeakable
misery, and unpardonable crime… Men usually grow base by degrees. From me, in an
instant, all virtue dropped bodily as a mantle. From comparatively trivial wickedness I
passed, with the stride of a giant, into more than the enormities of an Elah-Gabalus. What
chance—what one event brought this evil thing to pass, bear with me while I relate. (212)
Elagabalus in William Wilson is thus synonymous with baseness and is a benchmark outside of
the narrator—though not fully outside—that allows Wilson to evaluate his own wickedness. As
with “Four Beasts in One,” Elagabalus’s incorporation in the text is imbricated within the horror
of the narrative. However, it is a different horror in “William Wilson” than the mock horror of
“Four Beasts in One.” Instead of being tied to state power so explicitly, the Elagabalus of
William Wilson is a reflection on baseness and the self.
The position of William Wilson within the tradition of the double has led scholars and
critics to read the story as a story of a divided self that “haunts the protagonist and leads him to
insanity” (Hoffman 212). As D.H. Lawrence puts it, William Wilson is an “unsubtle account of
the attempt of a man to kill his own soul. William Wilson the mechanical, lustful ego succeeds in
killing William Wilson the living self.” (100). This has led to a large number of scholars to take
psychoanalytic approaches to the reading of William Wilson. Valentine Hubb reads that Wilson
“cannot comprehend how two contrary personalities can function harmoniously within one
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human being” (73). The emphasis on reading William Wilson psychoanalytically is also
reflected by Tracy Ware, who notes conflicting possibilities within the text which refuse to be
incorporated into the same self or a singular narrative. Ware writes, “the hesitations of the
narrator are less a sign of his psychological aberrations than of the undecidability of the whole
narrative” (26). The double, for Ware, represents not only the lack of integration within the
person William Wilson, but with narrative coherency. Ware’s view works in tandem with
Lawrence and Hubb’s as Ware comments on the style of the text reflecting its narrative content.
In this Elagabalus is a reflection of that lustful ego that murders the moral self—the measurement
that Wilson offers of surpassing the wickedness of Elagabalus is tied to how complete Wilson’s
victory in Rome was over himself.
However, unsettling the single mode of reading “William Wilson” helps bring out all the
ways that Elagabalus is unsettling within the story. While the more psychoanalytic, double
readings of “William Wilson” frequently position the other Wilson as an effect of Wilson’s
psyche or a mental projection, and thus situating Wilson as being alone in the antechamber and
murdering his self, other critics and scholars have offered other ways understanding the
relationship between the two William Wilsons. Lynn Langmade argues instead that rereading the
text through the “topos” of twins raised apart allows us to consider Poe deliberately wanting a
confrontation of two “material bodies” (7). For Langmade, this fundamentally changes the text,
as Langmade argues, “‘William Wilson’ is not a story about the anxiety provoked by the Double
as many have argued, but about the fear that the body, and perhaps even the Self, has always
been multiple” (7). That is to say that the Double represents the abject—unthinkable and so far
from the self, and yet somehow unthinkably close to the self. The horror of the story becomes the
shattering of individualism, which Langmade parses out in greater detail. The literary argument
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around reading the pseudonym William Wilson from Hoffman’s son of will and thus given his
given name son of his own will, indicating that William Wilson is subject only to his own will or
has willed himself into being toward Langmande’s assertion, “I suggest that we read it as a
declaration of exclusive right to a title—“Will, I am” “Only Son of Will”—and, given that the
narrator disparages the “twofold repetition” of his name we recognize the story’s primary
concern with the abolition of primogeniture” highlights how radically the story shifts when
reread this way (Hoffman 209; Langmade 25). Langmade thus highlights the material
consequences of William Wilson’s physical duality, by showing how the other Wilson’s
interference in his profession of gambling leads to the fall of Wilson’s economic status (25–26).
This leads Langmade to argue, “If the narrator is not the proprietor of his Self, then he cannot
possibly enter into economic exchange in the era of possessive individualism,” which becomes
the site of horror as, “the simultaneous presence of two material, identical bodies with the same
‘fictitious title’ can have a disastrous effect on the political economy of the Self” (28–29).
Refigured in this way, Elagabalus is not (only) the benchmark of wickedness that the ego
surpasses upon murdering the moral self and a sort of symbol of self-unification or selforganization around baseness, but she reflects this anxiety surrounding the multiplicity of
material being and identity. This occurs because the murder of the other Wilson becomes
something other than the creation of a singular lustful ego that allows Wilson to act with
impunity; but instead becomes the gothic decay of title, propriety over the Self, and access to
participation in exchange of capital: the Elagabalus that haunts William Wilson becomes the
Elagabalus who had similarly fallen from her title of emperor to damnatio memoriae, the decay
of the Sevran dynasty as its penultimate ruler, and whose participation within public life led to
her downfall. In this, it is worth considering how the place of this confrontation participates in
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the story. The final confrontation between the William Wilsons occurs in Rome, the seat of
power of Elagabalus to which the narrator compares himself. Further the confrontation of twins
within Rome has an ancient connection, as Langmade notes, to the story of Romulus and Remus:
Thus, in a radical revision to an ancient story originally conceived to sacralize empire
building, the twin body is murdered, but the murder has no juridico-political value or
social utility as an act—just the nickel-and-dime economics of bourgeois theft. As Poe
recasts Romulean discourse—the primordial battle for sovereign estate—as the lifethreatening economy of capitalistic exchange, the narrator and WW2 fight an obscure and
tepid battle with no witnesses, no chroniclers, no officiates. To take possession of this
property, to own this title, murder must be mistaken for suicide. No one can actually see
the co-twin die, only a phantasmic Self. (32, original emphasis)
Wilson’s story is cast through Rome—his present circumstances and selfhood confronted in his
present, connected to Elagabalus, and mirrored with an ancient myth of Rome’s founding. The
comparison to Elgabalus as monster is also an invocation of what Poe sees as historical
presences within the dynamics of the twins and the structures that surround them. Certainly, also,
it is a poetic parallel also that the anxiety over the multiplicity of the self and not being the
proprietor of one’s Self can be easily read into the historiography and histories of Elagabalus in
which she is multiple and never settled, though I would not ascribe such meaning within the text
of “William Wilson” necessarily.
Further, we can read “William Wilson” as the failure of male-to-male intimacies, as other
scholars and critics have done before, which can shift the monster of Elagabalus invoked in the
opening of the story to be a specter of queer desire. Many of the commentators of “William
Wilson” who offer these queer readings of the text similarly insist on at least the possibility that
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the other Wilson is a physical person and not (only) the mental projection of the narrator. Leland
Person, for instance, insists that the other Wilson is indeed a material person that forces the
narrator to confront their horror of desiring and being desired by the other Wilson, or the
forbidden same-sex partner (15). Person’s analysis finds its root within the moment where
Wilson confirms the sameness of the other Wilson’s features by sneaking into the other Wilson’s
bedroom at the boarding school to look at his face, which Person calls, “Another case of
cruising. The other as subject and object, desiring and desired.” (15). For Person, this culminates
in Wilson’s murder of the other Wilson as “climactic penetration—a violent form of coitus
involving one man’s penetration of another’s body with a sword” in which “Desire converts in
its expression into violent repulsion, the attempted murder of desire” (20). For Nicholas Reich,
however, the other Wilson becomes the body through which Wilson is able to place his desire to
be penetrated—to bottom—in the privacy of the antechamber or the closet in the other Wilson’s
bedroom (90–91). This analysis is useful for Reich to show “fear, the male body, and anxieties
about gender performance were connected in earlier American culture” (99). Indeed, Reich
offers, “William’s same-sex desires and anxieties about femininity and penetration terrifyingly
turn him into a madman,” which shifts the horror the other Wilson away from the victory of the
lustful ego to the haunting of these deep self and cultural anxieties (99).
With these queer readings in mind, it is easy to read the use of Elagabalus as a benchmark
for baseness as significant to the meaning of “William Wilson” beyond that of the triumph of the
lustful ego. The stories throughout the ancient biographies of Elagabalus that depict her varied
gender performances and engagements in sexual practices with men can indeed be what haunts
Wilson, the wickedness that he believes himself to have surpassed may be the desire he had in
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this light. The death of the other Wilson foreclosing that desire in a way that perhaps Wilson
understands Elagabalus’s gender and sexual practices having motivated her assassination.
The Fabulous Despot: Poe’s Mellonta Tauta
Elagabalus is featured a third time in Poe’s writings in 1849 when he penned “Mellonta
Tauta,” a text which, as many scholars have indicated, satirizes American democracy and society
through a letter from the narrator in the year 2848. Hoffman, for instance, writes Poe’s criticisms
are “so subversive a tract could not be issued in the administration of President Fillmore. It had
to be predated 2848” (194). The story follows the narrator, Pundita, on a “pleasure excusion”
aboard the hot air balloon Skylark (556). During Pundita’s travels, she creates many comparisons
between the world she observes in 2848 and “the political institutions of that distant and
misguided age” in the past (Hoffman 194). This can be seen perhaps most directly in the way
that the narrator misspells the names of figures throughout time, such as her writing “the Hindoo
Aries Tottle” to refer to Aristotle (557). Thus, we might note similarities in how “Mellonta
Tauta” and “Four Beasts in One” use differing kinds of mock horror, though here the reader is
not meant to mock the practices of Elagabalus but Poe’s contemporary American society’s gross
misunderstanding of her and her history as Pundita misunderstands many historical concepts and
persons.
Elagabalus appears in a long paragraph on April 5 of Pundita’s journey. During the
narrator’s letter, Pundita bemoans her travelling companion, Pundit, talking only of “antiquities”
that Pundita cannot understand, such as “the attempt to convince me that the ancient Amriccans
governed themselves!” (561, original emphasis). She goes on to talk about the incredulity of
believing “that all men are born free and equal,” and, “Every man “voted,” as they called it —
that is to say meddled with public affairs — until, at length, it was discovered that what is
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everybody’s business is nobody’s” within this strange government system called a “Republic”
(561). Her concerns over what she perceives as a ridiculous government leads her to conclude,
“in a word, that a republican government could never be anything but a rascally one” (561). It is
in this criticism that Elagabalus is figured, when the narrator writes:
While the philosophers, however, were busied in blushing at their stupidity in not having
foreseen these inevitable evils, and intent upon the invention of new theories, the matter
was put to an abrupt issue by a fellow of the name of Mob, who took everything into his
own hands and set up a despotism, in comparison with which those of the fabulous Zeros
and Hellofagabaluses were respectable and delectable. (562, original emphasis)
We can see a recurring theme within the use of Elagabalus here as a form of despotism, both
presented alongside Nero and mob rule that was similarly positioned within “Four Beasts in
One,” wherein Poe concerns himself with state power being subjected to mob rule within his
contemporary political situation. However, it is worth immediately noting here that the
surrounding references situate Elagabalus alongside Roman emperors rather than emphasizing
her Syrian religious practices.
This reading of Elagabalus as a vehicle to criticize the American democracy of Poe’s day
is an argument routinely taken up by critics and scholars, as Dimitrios Tsokanos notes (48).
Tsokanos notes, drawing on the work of Martínez López, that the choice of title allows one way
into understanding the political commentary being done through the text as it is taken from the
closing lines of Sophocles’s Antigone (50). Tsokanos includes of Martínez López’s analysis, that
Antigone is about “State control,” “the right of an individual to reject society’s limitations on
freedom to perform perceived obligations,” “civil disobedience,” and how “hubris brings along
the moral and physical destruction of the States” (50, original emphasis). This allows Tsokanos
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to highlight how “the literal translation of Poe’s ‘Mellonta Tauta’—‘The things that are in the
near future’—leads to the belief that Poe may have used the Hellenic language to indicate his
objections regarding contemporary society” (50). Indeed, more broadly, the inclusion of
Classical figures, as they are misunderstood and misspelled allows Poe to bring to bear a version
of a Classical past to critique the present. Herein lies the monster of Elagabalus in “Mellonta
Tauta” as the inevitable conclusion, in the near future, of American democracy turning into
despotism—specifically the despotism of mob rule. From the means of telling this story through
the invoking of a Classical past, we can see Poe’s relationship to a Classical past has direct
commentary on the present, especially when combined with a speculative future that
misremembers that Classical past in Pundita’s telling. Elagablus is a monster of
misremembering, and she is misremembered as Hellofagabaluses.
How Elagabalus is misremembered also allows other ways of examining the monstrous
nature of Poe’s Elagabalus, and particularly to examine her use queerly. To do so, I must be
careful, as Reich is in reading Wilson to avoid “retrolabelling,” while at the same time
acknowledging the temporalities of reading queerness across contexts, and hold history with
what Sebastian Matzner calls “queer unhistoricism” (181). As Reich terms a method of
palimpsestic reading “extend a queer reading of this story to investigate more closely a particular
kind of queer desire and the anxieties that manifest out of that desire” allows reading “Poe on his
own terms while simultaneously marking and reading the text with queer thought—not
ahistorical, not historicist, but rather a queer ‘touch across time.’ (88; 89). This coincides with
Matzner’s queer reception approach that articulates a method to “disturb schemas of
development and progress by pitching sexual and temporal dissonance against sexual and
temporal normativities” (181). Unsettling these normativities can be an act of queer
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worldmaking, which Berlant and Werner describe as affective practices of radical acquaintance,
where the lines become unsystematized, and temporalities becomes unsettled. This unsettling can
offer us queerer ways of reading her temporal placement, or queerer ways of understanding the
topos of abjection that Elagabalus is being invented out of. Turning to the misremembering of
Elagabalus as Hellofagabaluses, these queer touches and dissonances can help show both the
particularities of Elagabalus’s mention and misspelling as well as queer ways to read the text
(562, 558).
As with “William Wilson,” the names of Poe’s characters are frequently commentaries
on the roles of the characters within the story, such as Pundit and Pundita who comment on
contemporary society in “Mellonta Tauta,” make attention to the names given to characters
important. Similarly, given the criticism within “Mellonta Tauta” that Classical figures are being
misremembered and their applications satirized, indicates there’s an intentionality to the ways in
which the figures are misremembered to bring to the forefront the criticisms being levied; thus it
is not that she is being misremembered, but how she is remembered that is being handed to us.
This gives us something we are greeted with when Elagabalus is mentioned: Hello, fag.
As an AMAB queer person, this salutation hailed me in my reading of the text, as though
she and I were being greeted across history with this pejorative welcome. However, as Reich
traces out “A Foucauldian chronology would place ‘William Wilson’ [and ‘Mellonta Tauta’]
somewhere just before conversations on queer identity that were to happen later in the century”
(88). Of equal importance is that the earliest use of the term as an antiqueer slur occurs in 1913
(OED). But to return to Reich, “Despite my knowing (and feeling) that something (I would call)
queer is happening in ‘William Wilson,’ how can I reconcile that with difference engendered by
the passing of time?” (88).
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We can actually get at this queer happening in “Mellonta Tauta” by attending to one of
the particularities of the term’s use at the time. British boarding schools, such as those that Poe
attended and that feature prominently in Poe’s writing—such as the one that features in “William
Wilson”—had a practice known as fagging that originated in some schools in the 16th Century
and lasted until the late 20th Century (Schraverien 43). Fagging was a school instituted practice
in which junior students were made the servants of senior students in which the junior students
were referred to as fags and the senior members as fag-masters (Schraverien 23–25). As Jane
Hamlett notes, “The nature of fagging varied between institutions and from house to house, but it
might include running errands, fetching balls or messages, or performing basic domestic tasks
such as tidying, cleaning studies, filling baths, or simple cooking” (92). Hamlett explains
further, “These tasks served to create a specifically masculine form of domesticity that was often
framed and valorized through the ideals of chivalric masculinity, allowing boys to acquire and
assume domestic skills without the taint of femininity or domestic service” (82). Hamlett
articulates the fag and fag-master relationship as one of chivalric protection of the weaker
younger fag who performed domestic tasks and situated within a patriarchal hierarchy within the
schools (92).
Hamlett suggests that there is little evidence of sexual abuse; however, Hamlett
acknowledges that exploitation and bullying were associated with the fagging system (92–93).
This differs from other researchers who have suggested that the fagging system encouraged
sexual abuse. Tyerman suggests that fagging system was “inevitably open to abuse” that was
both corporal and sexual (273; 477). Schaverien also writes about how sexual assault and
violence was within the fagging system (220). All of this together indicates that the fagging
system was deeply gendered and sexualized. When viewed this way, the name Hellofagabaluses
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can be a situating of Elagabalus within these sexual and gender dynamics. Elagabalus can be
seen as the greeted fag within Poe’s experiences of British boarding school system. The queer
unhistoricist might read this greeting and connect the nuances of the word fag within different
gendered and sexualized environments to highlight the queerness of Elagabalus within the text.
Further, though, we can think about how Elagabalus as a commentary on political life could
represent the threat of American politics being fagged. Ever the critic of populist democracy, Poe
well could have seen American politics as being fagged by whims of mob rule or otherwise made
subservient to other forces.
Even within three texts of the same author, we are presented with multiple Elagabaluses,
addressable only by the abject means from which she has been invented: the spectacular failure
of the West, the measure of internal baseness, the coming despotism in American democracy.
The addressability of Elagabalus’s subject is called forward out of differing means unified only
in abjection. The instability of her being allows her to be conjured into Poe’s different stories as
three monsters in one: the easterndoubletyrant. This allows us to see and unsettle Poe’s rhetorical
invention of Elagabalus, as Elagabalus is not located in any one of the three locations of Poe’s
dwelling, but instead her appearance “produces the very notion of [her] original as an effect or
consequence of” her apparition (Butler 21). Thus, her badness is not an a priori badness but a
badness made material by addressing and inventing her through abject means.
Les Fleurs des Tombes: Lovecraft’s Herbert West—Reanimator
“Herbert West—Reanimator” was first serialized in the publication Home Brew between
1921 and 1922 by H.P. Lovecraft, and it is from within the story’s fifth installment, “The Horror
from the Shadows,” that Elagabalus emerges. The story follows the narrator’s relationship with
Herbert West, who starts as the narrator’s “companion” during their third year at Miskatonic
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University in Arkham—the first mention of the university within Lovecraft’s work (32). Over
the course of the story, Herbert West becomes obsessed with the reanimation of the dead, but
requires increasingly “fresh” corpses to practice his work (38). However, only one of Herbert
West’s creations is described as possibly “intelligent” (54). The rest are described as possessing,
“nauseous eyes, the voiceless simianism, and the daemoniac savagery” (43). This leads Sara
Molpeceres to note in an overview of shifting frames of zombie stories, “the “zombie” is no
longer a being deserving pity, but a creature to be afraid of. The real menace is… the abominable
creature, which now is both a bloody killer and a flesh-eater” (157). The story is brought to its
conclusion when the “intelligent” creature leads the others to attack and kill Herbert West (58).
Elagabalus is invoked later in the story, in the fifth of six installments, and is used to
describe Herbert West himself. The narrator describes the revelation of Herbert West’s drive for
fresher bodies, “as his boldness in methods grew, I began to develop a gnawing fear. I did not
like the way he looked at healthy living bodies,” leading to the revelation of West having killed
someone for his experiments, “and then there came a nightmarish session in the cellar laboratory
when I learned that a certain specimen had been a living body when he secured it” (51). This had
been the first time West had been able to “revive the quality of rational thought in a corpse,” but
“obtained at such a loathsome cost, had completely hardened him” (51). It is after this that the
narrator compares West to Elagabalus:
Of his methods in the intervening five years I dare not speak… Gradually I came to find
Herbert West himself more horrible than anything he did—that was when it dawned on
me that his once normal scientific zeal for prolonging life had subtly degenerated into a
mere morbid and ghoulish curiosity and secret sense of charnel picturesqueness. His
interest became a hellish and perverse addiction to the repellently and fiendishly
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abnormal; he gloated calmly over artificial monstrosities which would make most healthy
men drop dead from fright and disgust; he became, behind his pallid intellectuality, a
fastidious Baudelaire of physical experiment—a languid Elagabalus of the tombs. (51–
52)
Elagabalus becomes the summation of West’s character as horrible, ghoulish, and perverse,
among other such descriptions, where to be a languid Elagabalus of the tombs is to be as
repellently and fiendishly abnormal with the dead and with one’s relationship to death as she was
with her life and the living. Unlike Poe’s usages that relate to state power more explicitly,
Lovecraft’s invoking of Elagabalus is the threat of becoming abject, or the pinnacle of abject
performance. This languid abjection is one, as I will discuss below, is one connected to
decadence, where Elagabalus is not the frenzied monster but one detached but no less dark.
The connection within the sentence in which Elagabalus is mentioned to Charles
Baudelaire is also worth exploring as it further highlights the ways that Elagabalus is made to
mean in the story. Baudelaire, as Icks writes, “found beauty in things normally considered ugly
and unpleasant” (155). This can of course be seen within Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du Mal, or The
Flowers of Evil. Icks notes that authors like Baudelaire and Théophile Gautier, to whom
Baudelaire dedicates Les Fleurs du Mal, paved the way for the artistic movement of Decadence
(155). In his analysis of Gautier’s Mademoiselle de Maupin, Icks describes Elagabalus’s
appearance within the text by writing, “the traditional cruelty and splendour of Elagabalus are
still present in this image, but the usual tone of moral disapproval is completely absent” (155–
156). However, Icks does not write about Elagabalus’s mention within Gautier’s introduction to
the 1868 publication of Les Fleurs du Mal, which for our purposes, is much more useful in
highlighting the frameworks of Lovecraft’s languid Elagabalus of the tombs, though Icks’s
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characterization of Decadence is useful to bear in mind as the comingling of the abject and
aesthetic excess, or the beauty in the unpleasant. We might connect the decadence of Baudelaire
with Elagabalus in Lovecraft’s writing—that for West, there was a beauty in his repellently and
fiendishly abnormal experiments with the dead.
While it is not necessarily that Lovecraft is specifically bringing forward the Elagabalus
of the French symbolists, the connection between the mention of the two figures warrants
investigation. While Baudelaire does not explicitly mention Elagabalus, the first section of Les
Fleurs du Mal, “introduces both the decadent prince and the artificial anti-nature, the mineral
landscape, as well as the dream habitation closed off from the world” (Franklin 133). Gautier
writes in his introduction to Les Fleurs du Mal:
Le livre s’ouvre par une pièce au lecteur que le poëte n’essaye pas d’amadouer comme
c’est l’habitude et auquel il dit les vérités les plus dures, l’accusant, malgré son
hypocrisie, d’avoir tous les vices qu’il blâme chez les autres et de nourrir dans son cœur
le grand monster modern, l’Ennui, qui, avec sa lâcheté bourgeoise, rêve platement les
ferocrités et les débauches romaines, Néron bureaucrate, Héliogabale boutiquier (29–
30).1
For Gautier, Baudelaire positions Elagabalus’s vices as normal and unremarkable in the reader’s
mind—the modern monster of Ennui nurtures these dark desires that the reader is too cowardly
to act on themselves. This is part of Baudelaire’s contribution for Gautier, to make the darker
desires the reader has into art—art for its own sake divorced from the morals that prevent the

“The book opens with a piece to the reader, whom the poet does not try to coax, as is usual, and to whom he tells
the harshest truths, accusing him, despite his hypocrisy, of having all the vices he blames in others and to nurture the
great modern monster in his heart, Ennui, who, with his bourgeois cowardice, dreams banally of the cruelties and
debaucheries of the Romans, the Neronian bureaucrat, the Elagabalean shopkeep” (personal translation).
1
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reader from acting on their desires. This point is made finer when we look to the poem Gautier
references in the passage, “Préface,” in which Baudelaire writes:
“C’est l’Ennui!—L’œil chargé d’un pleur involuntaire,
Il rêve d’échafauds en fumant son houka.
Tu le connais, lecteur, ce monstre délicat,
—Hypocrite lecteur, —mon semblance, —mon frère!” (81).2
Lovecraft’s languid Elagabalus shows us a delicate monster in West that perhaps lacks spirit or is
disinterested—a modern monster of Ennui whose dark thoughts are nourished and acted upon,
and may be a fastidious Baudelairean citation.
Regardless of whether or not such a connection to Baudelaire was intentional, this
connection shows us the frameworks Elagabalus is being seen through that are different than
those used by Lovecraft’s inspiration, Poe. While both can be said to have used Elagabalus as a
comparison of wickedness—as with Poe’s “William Wilson”—the two writers differ in uses and
nuances surrounding Elagabalus. Whereas Poe used Elagabalus as a benchmark of wickedness
and reflective of his criticisms of populist democracy, Lovecraft offers us a decadent emperor
whose dedication to her practices for their own sake create a “perverse” aesthetic mirrored by
West.
Silent Across the Gate: Cultist Simulator
Directly inspired by Lovecraft, the videogame Cultist Simulator, by Weather Factory,
features Elagabalus in the lore of the game’s mythos and its mechanics. The connection between
Lovecraft and the game is explicitly made in their August 13, 2020 “#lovecraftday giveaway”

“It is Ennui!—The eye laden with an involuntary tear.
It dreams of hangings, smoking from its hookah.
You know him, reader, this delicate monster,
—Hypocrite reader, —my likeness, —my brother!” (personal translation).
2
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update, where they write, “If you couldn't tell, Cultist Simulator is heavily influenced by weird
fiction, and weird fiction by H. P. Lovecraft.” However, players of the game would realize the
similarities in themes from playing from the art deco art style in the images to the game’s
description on Steam: “Seize forbidden treasures. Summon alien gods. Feed on your disciples.
Cultist Simulator is a game of apocalypse and yearning. Play as a seeker after unholy mysteries,
in a 1920s-themed setting of hidden gods and secret histories,” to the mechanics of the game in
which you start unaware of the influence of entities beyond your comprehension and slowly
spiral into growing a cult and performing rituals to these entities, called the Hours.

Figure 1. Art for The Sun-In-Rags in Cultist Simulator

Elagabalus is associated with one of the hours, the Sun-in-Rags, which is associated with
noon and has aspects of Lantern and Winter. Lantern is associated with light, cruelty, and
knowledge. The player learns this through collecting lore, such as “An Unmerciful Mantra,”
which reads, “‘Mercy’, saith the Watchman, 'is found only in shadow;” or a book that explicitly
mentions Elagabalus called “The Locksmith’s Dream: Stolen Reflections,” which gives the
player the description:
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Janus is the Gatekeeper, the twin-god, the god that wounds, the presager of changes, the
sun, the moon. So we identify him with the Watchman, the Twins, with the Mother, with
the Forge, with the Meniscate and the Madrugad. He cannot be all these. Can he? The
flamines knew the Church, knew the Dry Land, knew Elagabalus. Is he then synthesis?
Or is he something else? In Gallaecia they called him Ianus Lamius, but the Obliviates
are notorious for their slanders. (Weather Factory)
The Winter aspect is associated with death and beauty. The player can piece this together
through different pieces of lore, such as the book “Chione at Abydos,” which contains in its
description, “For eight years the city is a place of slow death, frosty ecstasy and silent beauty;”
or the book “Traveling by Night (vol. 2),” which reveals to the reader:
There is an extensive discussion of the similarities between Illopoly's own dreams and
those of the Emperor Elagabalus, who Illopoly regards as a dupe or avatar of the Sun-inRags. 'The White is west of the world,' Illopoly remarks, 'and Winter does not wait
forever.
Elagabalus found his way to the White Door at last, thankfully. Speech can't pass the
White Door, and honestly, Elagabalus never had anything very interesting to say. I tried
to follow in his footsteps, but I never learnt enough of the White. I suppose I'm thankful
for that, too. But here's what I do know... (Weather Factory)
Elagabalus is also featured within the Winter tool, the Elagabaline Manacle.
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Figure 2. Elagabaline Manacles from Cultist Simulator

The appearance of Elagabalus within these domains of the Lantern and Wintern can help
highlight the frames in which the game is figuring her. She is situated within and pursuing occult
knowledge and power, worshiping the sun (light), and as representative of death and beauty,
perhaps in a similar way to the Baudelaire-Gautier Decadent way from which we get Lovecraft’s
Elagabalus. However, it is worth noting too that Elagabalus is exclusively referred to with
masculine pronouns within the game, and we are never given a physical description or look at
the Roman ruler. This is, perhaps intentional, but it is also worth noting that unlike many of the
other texts, Cultist Simulator refers the least too the ancient representations of Elagabalus,
relying more on inference from her religious practices to be connected to the alien entities of the
hours. Further, it is interesting that Elagabalus’s connection to the Hours is a muddled
connection and she’s described as “never had anything very interesting to say” (Weather
Factory). Despite the Winter being repeatedly connected to silence and Elagabalus’s historically
being made silent through damnatio memoriae, the fictional Illopoy levies a value judgment on
Elagabalus’s speech as uninteresting. In some ways, Elagabalus’s badness gets constructed as
both a connection with powerful manipulative entities or horrors within the Hours, but is just as
much Elagabalus’s perceived ineffectuality: her inability to leave an interesting mark across
history to the occult researcher or her inability to speak across the White Door becomes the
badness in failure.
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Monstrous Body
Across these five texts we see different monstrous frames of abjection. From the
spectacular tyrant, to the decadent and perverse excess, to the ineffectual occultist, she is brought
out of history alongside doppelgangers, zombies, and alien entities to highlight the horrors of the
monsters—she is paralleled alongside their horrors. But across these stories, each figures her
differently, to address different moments where signification and identity are collapsed, where
she “does not radically cut off the subject from what threatens it—on the contrary, abjection
acknowledges it to be in perpetual danger,” and provides us with the body, or at least the name—
made addressable—of a human monster from which our identities and her abject identity can
emerge (Kristeva Powers 9).
We’re presented with different cultural bodies of Elagabalus that show different features
of the societies that compose that body. In Poe, we see the non-Western as the inevitable
conclusion of populist democracy and perhaps the lurking and ever-present danger of same-sex
desire. In Lovecraft, we’re given an Elagabalus whose wickedness is for its own sake. Cultist
Simulator gives us an Elagabalus whose historical silence marks her as ineffectual and a failure.
But however much her body is monstrous, it always returns and is reanimated—or, was a
different body composed of different fragmentations altogether—to commit or reflect more
horrors.
In each of her appearances here, she defies easy categories: she is the hybrid of the Syrian
religious practitioner and the ruler of the flourishing Roman empire, she is both same-sex desire
and a desire that must be killed, she is horribly debauched and thoroughly banal, she is
simultaneously the one who passes through the door of forbidden knowledge to ascend and the
failure who amounts to nothing. But she is always Other(ed): she is located only through her
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presence in Syria, or for her gender and sexual practices, or for her religious differences. And
this allows her to be situated at the edge of possibility—she is a warning or a threat of following
the limits of possibility, whether they are political, sexual, or the pursuit of illicit knowledges,
even if those possibilities are things that we (our narrators or protagonists) are supposed to
desire.
Thus, her representations answer Kristeva’s questions with an affirmative: Why
litereature? It is because, faced with social norms, literature reveals a certain knowledge and
sometimes the truth itself about an otherwise repressed, nocturnal, secret, and unconscious
universe. Because it thus redoubles the social contract by exposing the unsaid, the uncanny. And
because it makes a game, a space of fantasy and pleasure, out of the abstract and frustrating order
of social signs, the words of everyday communication (Women’s Time 31). Elagabalus’s
representations show us more about the contemporary moments of her reception than they do
about the historical subject while at the same time helping to address what Kristeva discusses as
the symbolic contract. To be invented abjectly is to be invented out of the lines of that contract
and to expose what threatens the stability of that contract. While Elagabalus is frequently
represented as one of the bad emperors, this is not the only way that she is figured. In the
chapters that follow, I trace out representations of her where she is not received as one of the bad
emperors to highlight how there are other ways of receiving her. In the next chapter, specifically,
I offer the most direct alternative reception of Elagabalus and examine representations of her as
emperor or a product of imperial lineage.
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Chapter 2
The Unbroken Lineage
[T]he imperial office was bestowed upon Varius Elagabalus, solely because he was reputed to be
the son of Bassianus. As a matter of fact… he had merely assumed the name Antoninus in order
to prove his descent. —Historia Augusta, 107.
After this, Alexander became Roman emperor, Antoninus having reigned but four years… The
mother of the emperor, Mammæa by name, was a most pious woman, if there ever was one. —
Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, 6.21.1–3
For all of his flaws, the image of an excitable, stubborn, curious—even likable—teenager
emerges who was shaped much more by the world in which he lived than he shaped it. —Jay
Carriker, The World of Elagabalus, 8
[I]nheritance can be rethought in terms of what we receive from others, as our ‘point of arrival’
into the familial and social order. —Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, 125
This chapter follows a different line. As Sara Ahmed reminds us, lines are both what we
follow and what we leave behind as we move: because of this, we inherit lines from those that
walk before us, and by our traversing the same paths, we leave a line of inheritance for others to
follow (16). This is why lines are powerful: they create lineage. Lineage, to return to Ahmed,
orients one along some lines rather than others, making some possibilities more available than
others (57). This chapter follows the line of lineage: this chapter examines how lineages of
Elagabalus’s representations have been extended.
How representations of Elagabalus arrive to us is conditioned by the orientations her
composers face, but equally, her representations are already conditioned by how Elagabalus
arrives to us and them. Elagabalus becomes a part of a line by extending herself through a line
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that had already existed, an act of labor reproduced by those who extend themselves through the
same orientation. Ahmed writes, “What passes through history is not only the work done by
generations, but the ‘sedimentation’ of that work is the condition of arrival for future
generations” (41). When we examine that process of sedimentation, we can examine Elagabalus
with multiplicity without conclusiveness and can see more clearly how the composers of each
Elagabalus had the available means for Elagabalus conditioned by what came before—
Elagabalus is not rendered into the present, but a relationship to a past is exposed that allows this
Elagabalus to be present. What becomes important is not the sediment—the compositions
themselves—but the process of sedimentation; not the accreted meanings layered onto a single
piece of representing media, but the process of rhetorical accretion itself that lends a normative
force toward what Jean Bessette calls “exhaustive frames” (97). With this, the available means
for Elagabalus and her later composers were already conditioned by the labor of the bodies that
preceded each, sustaining particular directions. Thus, “Objects take the shape of this history;
objects ‘have value’ and they take shape through labor. They are formed out of labor, but they
also take the form of that labor” (Ahmed 41). Thus, connecting how Elagabalus is figured in a
media to how she first arrived to her composers, rather than assuming total agency and desire on
behalf of the composer in how Elagabalus is represented, is a queer phenomenological approach
to reception that exposes the pressure and orientation of lineage that condition the available
means and allows us to dislodge the singular narrative that Elagabalus’s cultural afterlife is that
of the bad emperor, but to see how she has been useful for multiple communities for multiple
purposes in different lineages of representation. To do this, I highlight the process of
sedimentation of two lineages connected to imperial legacy to offer one alternative to the bad
emperor narrative—not to supplant it, but to leave varied specters of Elagabalus unresolved—
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focusing the attention less on who Elagabalus is or was as a subject but who she is or was to her
composers.
I first arrived to Elagabalus as a Tumblr user in 2012, watching communities of gay men
and trans women arguing over who Elagabalus belonged to, each accusing the other of erasure.
Instead of arguing about Elagabalus’s subjectivity, which I will continue to contend we have no
means of meaningfully accessing, the attention to lineages of representation allow us to see
multiplicities of socialities that Elagabalus has been made useful for in more contemporary
contexts. The lineages of Elagabalus’s reception that I interacted with primarily came out of the
desire to invent queer identity and community, which I discuss at length in chapter three, and not
out of a narrative of Elagabalus as a bad emperor, that I would only encounter later in more
academic history-oriented spaces. This disconnect between who needed Elagabalus to be bad,
and who needed Elagabalus to be a positive reflection of their own identity certainly drew
attention to the competing frames used to discuss historical subjects, but also that these frames
were the result of labor over time—making Elagabalus more easily read by others after them in
familiar ways intelligible to her composers each time. This is acutely felt by someone in my
messy gendered space in which the process of my gendering by others—to be read consistently
as male, to be attending to the available means of my maleness as my identity and subjectivity is
invented and handed to me by others—which provides more an awareness of how lineage
presses against the body, and how when we can examine the sediment that ways down and
creates that pressure, we can invent or build differently from it.
In this, we cannot assume the history of a subject as given, but as a product of
reproduction. This acknowledges that “[i]t is not automatic that we reproduce what we inherit, or
that we always convert our inheritance into possessions. We must pay attention to the pressure to
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make such conversions” (Ahmed 17, original emphasis). This pressure, this orientation toward a
future through extending oneself through an inherited line, can be examined especially when we
look at the ways composers extend themselves through a connection to imperial lineage and
legacy. By examining the orienting force of lineage conditioning the shape of Elagabalus’s
arrival and the representations of her after her death, we can highlight the affordances of the lines
of empire they extend, and how the objects that make the line “are pliable and sticky artifacts
gripped, molded, and stamped with new meaning by every generation of readers, and they come
to us irreversibly altered by their experiences” (Gaiser 387).
As the epigraph from the Historia Augusta notes, Elagabalus’s biographers suggest that
her rise to the imperial office was tied to her ability to extend herself through the lineage of her
imperial predecessors. Indeed, all three of her original biographers make similar claims, though
the details differ slightly between each. Elagabalus was the daughter of Julia Soaemias, who was
the daughter of Julia Maesa. During the reign of Caracalla (198–217), Julia Maesa lived with her
younger sister, Julia Domma, who was Caracalla’s wife. After Macrinus was declared emperor
following Caracalla’s death in 217 , Julia Maesa returned to her hometown of Emesa in the
Syrian province (Grant 24). Macrinus was a member of the equestrian class, who served as
Caracalla’s praetorian prefect before conspiring to assassinate Caracalla. Macrinus discovered a
message being delivered to Caracalla accusing him of disloyalty, and Macrinus decided to act
before he was condemned by the emperor (Goldsworthy 75). Macrinus inherited an empire with
no money and at war with Parathia, Armenia, and Dacia; his efforts to make peace with other
kingdoms and create stability within Rome were costly and created unrest within the Roman
military (Goldsworthy 140). Macrinus was unpopular with the Roman military, and this
unpopularity helped prime them for revolt. Given that Caracalla was much more popular with the
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Roman military, Elagabalus’s alignment with Caracalla is not surprising, whether it was done
through her own cunning, her grandmother’s machinations, or other factors. Herodian attributes
Elagablus’s rise largely to a conniving character portrait of Julia Maesa who wanted to convince
the Roman military, especially those stationed near Emesa to act as defense for Phoenicia, to
restore the empire to her family. Herodian, as a part of her interest in restoring the empire to her
family, describes Julia Maesa then capitalizing on the soldiers’ interest in the attractiveness of
her granddaughter to start spreading the narrative that Caracalla was Elagabalus’s father.
Herodian writes:
The soldiers used to go regularly to the city and to the temple, supposedly to worship, but
they enjoyed watching the lad… Because they admired the boy, [Julia Maesa] told them
(what may or may not have been true) that he was actually the natural son of Antoninus,
although it was assumed he had a different father. Antoninus, she said, had slept with her
daughters when they were young and able to bear children, at the time when she was
living in the palace with her sister. (23–25)
According to Herodian, this story, along with Julia Maesa’s considerable wealth, helped the
narrative spread throughout the Roman army until they were willing to revolt against Macrinus
and install Elagabalus as emperor. Herodian writes, “The story went that Maesa had loads of
wealth, all of which she was willing to distribute if they restored the empire to her family,”
which Herodian describes as compelling the soldiers, writing, “The soldiers agreed that, if the
family came secretly during the night, they would open the gates to take them all in and would
declare the son of Antoninus emperor” (25). What remains interesting about the passage is that
even with the supplying of Julia Maesa’s wealth, the military would then declare the “son of
Antoninus” as emperor, in Herodian’s telling.
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Though the details differ, Cassius Dio offers a similar account. In Dio’s version of the
story, Gannys, who acted as Elagabalus’s foster father, dressed Elagabalus up in clothes
Caracalla had worn as a child and sneaked her into the Roman army camp one night, which
allowed Gannys to persuade the army to revolt the following day. Dio describes the events of the
army camp by writing:
[P]retending that he was a natural son of Tarautas and dressing him in clothing which the
latter had worn as a child… and brought him into the camp at night, without the
knowledge of either his mother or his grandmother, and at dawn on the sixteenth of May
persuaded the soldiers, who were eager to get an excuse for an uprising, to revolt. (411)
This tension is part of what Dio reports on in the passage that allowed for the military to be eager
for an uprising. Taken together, all three biographies highlight how Elagabalus’s narrative of
lineage and descent from Caracalla allowed her, and those around her with an interest in
accessing rulership of the empire, access to the Roman army and convinced them to revolt.
This labor of aligning her within this lineage did not stop after the initial establishing of
the narrative of Elagabalus’s parentage. As Martijn Icks notes, “Although almost certainly not
true, this story would be of prime importance for Elagabalus’s legitimation, as is apparent from
the imperial name he took: Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, which had also been the official name of
his ‘father’, Caracalla” (12). This effort, too, took place early and throughout her campaign to the
throne, as Dio writes after an early military victory that the soldiers carried Elagabalus, “whom
they were already styling Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, round about upon the ramparts, and
exhibited some likeness of Caracallus… at the same time declaring that the latter was truly
Caracallus’ son, and the only rightful heir to the throne” (413). These efforts to position
Elagabalus within the lineage of Macrinus’s predecessor prompt Icks to write, “The implicit
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ideals of imperial succession were regarded in this way: the new Antoninus was not a usurper,
but could claim the throne by rights of his blood” (12).
In this way, by orienting herself along the line of her lineage, Elagabalus was possibly
able to extend herself further, reproducing and extending the very line of imperial lineage she
followed. In the same way, numerous composers of Elagabalus’s representations extend the same
connection to imperial legacy, investing in the same line. To return again to Ahmed, “Through
such investments in the promise of return, subjects reproduce the lines that they follow” (17,
original emphasis). These representations are important to acknowledge as they give us, already,
numerous examples where Elagabalus is not received as the bad emperor, but rather as a product
of imperial lineage. Importantly, these representations show us as well that the bad emperor
reception—like any singular framework for interpreting Elagabalus—is only possible when other
sources and traditions of receptions are backgrounded.
Ideals of Imperial Succession

Figure 3. Forchtenstein Castle Central Courtyard
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What is commemorated in public spaces becomes a complex gathering of people—both
their contemporary viewers and the historical subjects that they commemorate: the memorial
itself becomes a process of becoming, a line continuing, assembling some bodies rather than
others who make some relationships to a past extend rather than others. Situating a reading of a
15th Century Castle’s courtyard in which Elagabalus appears, we can see how memorializing a
lineage extends that lineage into continued presents. While the Eastern Roman Empire lasted
until 1453, the Roman Empire’s influence was no less significant in western Europe after the
Western Roman Empire dissolved. Many western European rulers continued to claim ties to the
Western Roman Empire, whether by title or by blood, such as the coronation of Charlemagne in
800 by Pope Leo III as Emperor of the Romans, and the continuation of the title of Holy Roman
Emperor within the Holy Roman Empire until its dissolution in 1806 during the Napoleonic
Wars. The ties to a western Roman imperial past remained. One such tie can be seen in how
Elagabalus is featured in a fresco in the central courtyard of Forchtenstein Castle that was
completed in the latter half of the 17th Century, labeled “Heliogabalvsa.” The fresco appears
among other images of Roman emperors and figures of the Esterházy family’s ancestors in the
central courtyard, connecting the lineages of the Esterházy family with the Roman Empire,
extending the lineage of Elagabalus through the Esterházy family. By examining the fresco in
Forchtenstein Castle, we can further see the affordances of and pressures to extend an inherited
lineage.
The late-medieval castle was constructed in the early part of the 15th Century by the
Lords of Mattersburg before they renamed themselves Lords of Forchtenstein. However, the
castle fell to the House of Habsburg around 1450 when the Lords of Forchtenstein died with no
heirs. No significant changes to the castle were made until the castle was given to Nikolaus
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Esterházy de Galántha in 1622 by the then emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, Ferdinand II.
Nikolaus Esterházy de Galántha assisted the emperor in consolidating Habsburg monarchical
power in the region in an effort to end Ottoman influence in Hungary. For his service, Nikolaus
Esterházy de Galántha was given the titles of Count of Fraknó—what is present day
Forchtenstein, Austria—and Palatine of Hungary. As a part of his award, Nikolaus Esterházy de
Galántha was given Forchtenstein Castle and five other fortresses near Eisenstadt (Martin 12).
Nikolaus Esterházy began working with the Vienna stonemason and baroque comasque
architect, Simone Retocco, in 1629 to repair the crumbling Forchtenstein Castle and expand the
structure. During the construction efforts, Retocco worked with Domenico Carlone, of the
Carlone family of stoneworkers, architects, and frescoers, who took over management over the
work on Forchtenstein Castle after Retocco died in 1645, the same year that Nikolaus Esterházy
passed away, giving the castle to Paul I, Prince Esterházy of Galántha (Vollmer 187).
Paul I heavily ornamented Forchtenstein Castle and added most of the baroque elements
of the castle until 1687 when the construction was completed and a statue of Paul I was added to
the central courtyard where the fresco of Elagabalus is also located. This was typical of Paul I’s
interest in renovating his other estates as well, as John Dwight includes in his journal of music
about Paul I’s renovations to Schloss Esterházy:
Rebuilt in 1683 by prince Paul, by its massive foundations and its noble forms… the
square was adorned with a balcony and with statues and reliefs in red marble,
representing the ancestors of the princely house, and the park side was made broader with
a double row of columns and a balcony; at the same time the Schloss contains a great hall
beautifully frescoed. (255)
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The red marble and frescoes of the Esterházy lineage that they traced back to Attilla the Hun
were common themes across all of Paul I’s construction and renovation efforts, in large part
because of his work with the baroque comasque architects in Vienna who used the red marble
mined from Como, Italy (Martin 12; Vollmer 187).

Figure 4. Forchtenstein Castle Wall Fresco

The fresco of Elagabalus is one such example of this frescoing. In the image of the
fresco, Elagabalus is figured in profile with a gold light behind her, similar to the other emperors
and ancestors around her. She’s figured wearing a traditional imperial diadem and a chlamys
over a tunic. Notably, Elagabalus is featured here with a beard. The figure of Elagabalus is white
with the details and outline of her forms done through black pigments, all set against the red and
gold background.
The choices for how Elagablus is depicted in the fresco are not neutral and extend the
same line that Elagabalus oriented herself along—in part through invoking representations that
Elagabalus used to connect herself to her predecessors. If any representations of Elagabalus from
more ancient sources were consulted, they would be those that were from 221. It wasn’t until 221
that she was depicted as having a beard, as seen in the figure below of one of her coins that was
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minted in Rome in 221 (Icks 75). These images of Elagabalus were created in order to connect
Elagabalus more closely with her predecessor, Caracalla, assert her as a similarly masculine
emperor, and connect her with Caracalla’s military legacy. Thus, what appears on the wall in
Forchtenstein Castle dually invokes Elagabalus-as-legacy, but in a moment in which Elagabalus
was attempting to connect herself with her own legacy.
Many of Elagabalus’s ancient critics and many more contemporary scholars have
suggested that Elagabalus’s later depictions in Rome are indicative of her Syrian origin and
devotion, because of the attire she wears in the images that were originally described by
Herodian as ‘Oriental’ in an ankle-length chiton and a tiara instead of the coins depicting a
chlamys and an imperial diadem (Icks 73). Lucinda Dirven highlights how these depictions are
more likely direct Roman military allusions and connections to her predecessor, Caracalla (25).
Indeed, though Herodian and Dio assert that Elagabalus’s dress and appearances were consistent
with Syrian priestly dress, Dirven shows that Elagablus’s appearances match no known Syrian
priestly garb (29). Indeed, as Dirven notes, Caracalla wore identical dress during his Eastern
campaign (216–17 AD) (30). Dio writes:
He [Caracalla] could no longer bear great heat or the weight of armour, and therefore
wore sleeved tunics fashioned more or less like a breastplate, so that, by creating the
impression of armour without its weight, he could be safe from plots and at the same time
rouse admiration. Indeed, he often wore this dress even when not in battle. His mantle
was either of pure purple or of purple with a white stripe down the center… In Syria,
however, and in Mesopotamia he used German clothing and shoes… he also prescribed it
as the regular dress for the soldiers. (345)
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This leads Dirven to suggest that the choice in changing Elagabalus’s representation to the
mantled, bearded version of her in 221 may have been an effort to appeal to the Roman military
through associating herself with Caracalla more closely (30). This leads Martijn Icks to write as
well, “Caracalla once again became more central to the representations of Elagabalus” (74).
The paralleling of this image of Elagabalus styling herself to evoke her predecessors to
justify her reign now affixed in the courtyard among her predecessors and successors warrants
attention, not only for its poetry but for its ability to show us accreting meaning out of the
“disjointed parts,” or how the inheritance conditions our—and her—point of arrival (Collins 548;
Ahmed 125). In part, my reading of Collins here is read alongside Carole Blair and Jennifer
Clary-Lemon’s important work in the material rhetoric of places and memorials to consider axes
of temporalities within the “network of accretions which can help researchers form an attendant
whole from seemingly disparate markers of diffuse texts” (Clary-Lemon para. 6, original
emphasis). In extending Blair’s reading of public material spaces as rhetorical, Clary-Lemon
highlights the process of accretions across disparate actors, bringing attention to how “Layers of
durability connect with reproduction, with human relationships. Affect and force interconnect
with layers of preservation and enabling functions of the museum-as-text on other texts” (para.
28). These layers of accretions are both place-making-as-invention in such a way that opens up
the network of actors to analysis and a means of opening up the possibilities for scholars to
invent out of data—an opportunity to see more of the available means of a place-being-made.
Thus Blair’s heuristic-knowledge making, which I explore more below, read alongside ClaryLemon’s focus on the invention occurring through the sedimentation of multiple actor’s labor,
provides rich ways of discussing how meaning is reproduced in and the rhetoricity of historical,
material public spaces.
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Figure 5. 221 CE coin of Elagabalus

We can then take Blair’s central questions to develop out of it heuristic ways of
understanding the wall fresco. Blair offers:
(1) What is the significance of the text’s material existence? (2) What are the apparatuses
and degrees of durability displayed by the text? (3) What are the text’s modes or
possibilities of reproduction or preservation? (4) What does the text do to (or with, or
against) other texts? (5) How does the text act on people? (30)
We might add to these questions the dimension of history, bringing to the foreground what labors
are being sedimented into the representation. Blair gets at this in the first question when she
discusses memorializing as agenda-setting, suggesting that by the text’s material existence, the
text suggests what is “attention-worthy” (35–36). With regard to Elagabalus’s wall fresco, the
presence of her profile where it is positioned makes a claim that we should attend to lineage.
Around the statue of Paul I are gathered ancestors and emperors, who each make way for the
prince to arrive on horseback as the central memorialized figure. Without Elagabalus, the line is
broken: the lineage is interrupted. In order to show the line of lineage, the memorial gathers an
uninterrupted line of rulers to establish from how far back Paul I claims his right to rule extends.
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Her presence builds an uninterrupted line with this collection of frescos, by helping to create
temporal continuity of rulership. In this way, we might add that part of the significance of a
text’s material existence is what that text makes possible by its existence: what lines are gathered
and extended through the presence of a particular text. This connects how we might answer
Blair’s fourth question: pulling the ways in which the wall frescos accumulate together to
supplement the statue of Prince Paul I in the center to install him as a rightful ruler.
To Blair’s second question, a material rhetoric would need for us to attend to the means
by which a text endures. She adds, “Some texts, by virtue of their constitutive material, are
obviously intended to endure” (37). The wall fresco and the art of the central courtyard give us a
good example of this. Paul I’s working with the master builders Simone Retocco, Dominico
Carlone, and the hard limestone, kaiserstein, stonemason masters Ambrose Petruzzy, Pietro
Maino Maderno, and Mathias Lorentisch all demonstrate the commitment of the construction
and ornamentation to its durability (see Furch). This alone may make it worth noting Blair’s
observation, “it seems a natural assumption, if not always a correct one, that such longevity is
granted to texts that communities see as more important than others” (37). Adding to this,
however, we might examine what endures through the text: what of its representative subjects
endures as a result of its constitutive materials? Surrounding the regal, heavily ornamented and
crowned Prince Paul I on horseback is not the legacy of badness or her gender and sexual
practices in the biographies, but what endures is a legacy of empire and rule: what endures could
well be “The implicit ideals of imperial succession” (Icks 12).
As Blair notes, the second question is invariably tied to the third (38). We may even
reframe the assertion that what endures are the ideals of succession, but that they are part of what
is being reproduced when Elagabalus is depicted in this fresco (38). As Blair notes, “The link
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between reproduction of a text and memory is substantial” (38). With this, we should note that,
in dealing with representations of historical subjects, the reproduction is multiple: a material
historiographer should deal with how the text is reproduced, but also how it reproduces images
or ideas. After all, as Gaiser notes of classical receptions, “the survival of classical authors has
depended on this chain of receptions” (399). For the wall fresco of Elagabalus, we can examine
the coins minted in 221 that depict her with a beard and mantle, which seem to be the closest
likeness to the wall fresco; when we connect these two representations, we can highlight which
images are being reproduced and foreground the values laden within them, such as the likeness
to Caracalla.
To answer how the text acts on people, we’d have to acknowledge people as a
multifaceted answer. While Blair suggests “Memorial sites, by their very existence, create
communal spaces,” who is gathered by or in this courtyard (48)? This is a more complicated
question than addressing even the bodies of tourists who view the space now, or the guests of
Prince Paul I, or Haydn’s visit with the Esterházy’s later, when what is depicted are historical
subjects that we are memorializing: people assembling are being asked to remember, but the
memorial orients that memory in some directions rather than others. Put differently by Ahmed,
“What is reachable is determined precisely by orientations that we have already taken” (55). This
echoes the contribution of Michael McGee that reminds us that a people “are more process than
phenomenon. That is, they are conjured into objective reality, remain so long as the rhetoric
which defined them has force, and in the end wilt away, becoming once again merely a
collection of individuals” (345). The material space of the courtyard acts and constitutes a people
and argues for their collection and being read as a people that mean together; and acts on the
viewer with the orientation of noble lineage already taken. Elagabalus’s representation here and
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inclusion within the lineage, asks us to remember precisely that: a lineage, through Paul I that
stretches back to Roman imperial rule.
By examining the wall fresco in Forchtenstein Castle as a material historical rhetorical
text, we can highlight how Elagabalus is installed for particular purposes, and purposes which
counteract the notion that Elagabalus is singularly received as an example of the bad emperor.
Instead, we have a rich sedimentation of Elagabalus’s participation in the imperial lineage as
useful for others to extend themselves through.
Prepar[ing] the Way; Mak[ing] Paths

Figure 6. Episodi della vita di San Giovanni Battista

Lineage helps us acknowledge how what comes before conditions how we arrive. In the
sacristy of the Church of San Pietro Martire on the island of Murano, Italy, in the Venice
Lagoon, is a series of wood sculptures and panels, called Episodi della vita di San Giovanni
Battista. The panels each depict scenes from the life of John the Baptist, and between each scene
is a sculpture of Roman emperors and generals as well as Greek philosophers and mythological
figures, among which Elagabalus is featured. This baroque sculpture was completed by Pietro
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Morando between 1652 and 1666. The work is both signed and dated, and this carving is the
only known work by Morando (Bacchi 765; Quandri 337).
The wood carvings were originally housed in the Church of San Giovanni Battista dei
Battuti on Murano before they were relocated to the Church of San Pietro Martire in 1815, where
they were first described by Matteo Fanello in 1797. Fanello writes, “un intaglio raro e di sommo
pregio formato nella semplice noce in cui rappresentasi al vivo in lavoro di rilievi tutta la vita di
San Giovanni Battista, e i più rinomati personaggi dell'antichità greca e romana” (Fanello).3
Fanello goes on to describe the woodcarvings separating the scenes of the life of John the Baptist
as a form admired by other architects and artists in Europe. Fanello writes, “scolpiti in mezza
figura fra i colonnami d'intorno posti per la separazione de' fatti del Santo: opera che in ogni
tempo servì d'ammirazione ai più celebri artefici d'Italia ed altre parti d'Europa” (Fanello).4
The Church of San Giovanni Battista dei Battuti was one of many churches that were
demolished between 1805 and 1820 in Venice. During Napoleon’s involvements in Italy during
the late 18th and early 19th centuries, religious orders were suppressed and many of their
properties were seized to fund war efforts, particularly against Habsburg Austria, and to support
Napoleon’s centralization of authority under both secular and religious institutions (Rienerman
293; Woolf 188; see also Broers). As Liise Lehtsalu explains of the religious institutions
preserved in the Kingdom of Italy after Napoleon was coronated Emperor and King of Italy, “In
Italy, the 1805 suppressions strove to integrate the preserved institutions into a state system of
religious management,” which “introduced central oversight of the preserved institutions,

“a rare and high-quality carving formed in simple walnut in which the whole life of St. John the Baptist is
displayed in relief work and the most renowned characters of Greek and Roman antiquity” (personal translation).
4
“carved in half-figure among the colonnades around placed for the separation of the works of the Saint: work that,
across time, served admiration to the most famous architects of Italy and other parts of Europe” (personal
translation).
3
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completed by local ecclesiastical superiors who reported to the central administration in Milan,
and assigned state financing to these institutions.” (949). Since the Church of San Giovanni
Battista dei Battuti was one of the suppressed religious orders in Venice, the church was
demolished, and the wood carvings of Morando were moved to the Church of San Pietro Martire
by 1815.

Figure 7. Giovanni Antonio Canal (Canaletto) (1697-1768), View of Church of San Giovanni dei Battuti on the Isle of Murano,
Between 1725 and 1728, oil on canvas.

We might return to Blair’s questions to guide a material rhetorical analysis of these wood
carvings, but in order to get at what the figure of Elagabalus contributes by her presence in the
wood carving, we might first turn to the work of Jay Carriker, who examines how ancient
Christian sources, which are largely overlooked by Icks and de Arrizabalaga y Prado, discuss
Elagabalus. Notably, Carriker observes “The earliest extant Christian sources such as Eusebius
do not vilify Elagabalus” (2). This, for Carriker, is demonstrated in the sources’ “relative
neutrality towards Elagabalus and for the brevity with which he is mentioned in their works” that
ultimately leads Carriker to conclude, “the common assumption that all ancient sources are
hostile to him is erroneous” (2). This is an important contribution both to the historiography of
Elagabalus more generally as it highlights how discussions of Elagabalus have never been
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singular or monolithic in their perspectives of her, but is also important for discussing
representations and receptions of Elagabalus as this highlights the multiplicity of lineages
composers had to utilize as a part of the available means. When we discuss the orientations of
history, historiography, and reception, this multiplicity reminds us that the orientations we take
relegate some sources and perspectives to the ‘background’: “We can think, in other words, of
the background not simply in terms of what is around what we face, as the ‘dimly perceived,’ but
as produced by acts of relegation: some things are relegated to the background in order to sustain
a certain direction; in other words, in order to keep attention on what is faced” (Ahmed 31,
original emphasis).
Carriker ascribes a great deal of what he perceives to be a neutrality toward Elagabalus in
the early Christian sources to a more complicated idea of Elagabalus’s spirituality than Herodian,
Dio, and the Historia Augusta portray. Carriker writes “Modern historiographical consensus is
that Elagabalus was not only deeply religious if not a zealot, but this ignores evidence that the
emperor tolerated and was curious about the religious beliefs of others” (3). Carriker, rightly,
notes a lineage of scholarship from Frey to Icks that place the cult of El-Gabal in context that
helps separate the exoticism and orientalism many of the early biographies ascribe to
Elagabalus’s religious practices. Carriker goes on to examine what can be learned from ancient
Christian sources of Elagabalus’s spirituality and writes:
Surviving ancient Christian sources do not paint the image of a great persecutor. In fact,
on closer inspection the same curiosity that Elagabalus had shown towards other pagans
can be glimpsed in the Christian sources. Elagabalus' spirituality was at its core curious
and tolerant; the emperor engaged and honored Christians, pagans, as well as his own
god. (3)
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This understanding of Elagabalus’s spiritual practices may help put into perspective Elagabalus’s
appearance alongside the scenes of the life of John the Baptist.
Too little is known about Morando to wholly speculate about the motives of Elagabalus’s
inclusion; however, her material presence contributes to the whole of the wood carvings. Unlike
the example of Forchtenstein Castle, there is not an unbroken lineage of rulers: in Morando’s
work, Elagabalus and other Roman rulers appears among Greek philosophers and mythological
figures all contributing to the telling of the life of John the Baptist originally created within a
church dedicated to the same saint.

Figure 8. Panel depicting John the Baptist baptizing Jesus in Morando's Episodi della vita di San Giovanni Battista.

Within Morando’s wood carvings, we can see the figure of John the Baptist preaching
and anticipating the coming of a messianic figure. As pictured above, we can also see John the
Baptist baptizing Jesus with a cherub and light descending from above. What is important to note
is that, within the faith tradition depicted here, John the Baptist was not the messianic figure
himself, but instead anticipated a coming messianic figure. In this way, John the Baptist
represents a kind of coming before that paves the way for a later figure. This can help also
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provide insight into the figures included that punctuate the scenes of John the Baptist’s life as
rhetorically providing a similar function.
Particularly when we also have an existent precedent and tradition for understanding
Elagabalus within historical Christian sources, it becomes easier to read her inclusion within the
wood carving as one who came before—and while it may be unclear precisely what Elagabalus
has come before in this context, we might be able to note the great number of events that follow
her assassination that contributed to the rise of Roman Catholicism that are not depicted in the
wood carvings, that perhaps the wood carvings anticipate: such as Constantine I (emperor from
306–337) and the Edict of Milan in 313 he issued with Lucinius (emperor from 308–324) in the
Eastern Roman Empire that helped integrate Christianity within the Roman Empire, the Council
of Nicea in 325 leading to a schism between Arianism outside the Roman Empire and Roman
Christianity within that led Roman Christians to refine practices and beliefs such as Catholic
devotion to Mary, Eastern Roman Emperor Theodosius I’s (emperor from 347–395) decree
signed in the presence of the Western Roman Emperor Valentinian II (emperor from 371–392)
that made Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire, the Biblical canon being
recognized by either the Council of Rome in 382 or the Council of Carthage in 397, or the
Council of Chalcedon in 451 that solidified Roman papal primacy over Constantinople, to name
only a few significant events in just over two hundred years after Elagabalus’s assassination.
Additionally, the early Christian histories show us that Elagabalus did promote the
position of Christianity within the Roman Empire. Returning to the opening epigraphs, Eusebius
calls Elagabalus’s grandmother “a most pious woman, if there ever was one” for inviting the
early Christian figure, Origen of Alexandria, to the imperial court for a time with her and
Elagabalus. Eusebius writes, “he desired greatly to see the man, and above all things to make
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trial of his celebrated understanding of divine things,” and continues the description of his visit,
“Having remained with her a while and shown her many things which were for the glory of the
Lord and of the excellence of the divine teaching, he hastened back to his accustomed work”
(Eusebius 6.21.3–4).
Eusebius, notably, is not the originator of this perspective of Elagabalus’s reign in early
Christian texts, but was the inheritor of the tradition of Julius Sextus Africanus, who is one of the
only people who wrote about Elagabalus to have actually met the ruler, as Carriker notes (4).
Africanus led a delegation from Emmaus in 221, a Palestinian city that had been heavily
damaged during an earthquake, to request aid in the rebuilding of the city (Adler 58). However,
as Carriker notes, there were many possible difficulties for Africanus’s delegation in receiving
aid to rebuild the city that was traditionally viewed as the site of Jesus’s ascension. Carriker
writes, “Christianity was illegal… Africanus was a known Christian, and the rumor that the very
man they had come to see was plotting to destroy all gods but his own was sweeping the capital”
(Carriker 9–10). However, Elagabalus not only received the delegation, but he awarded the aid to
rebuild the city and renamed it Emmaus Nicopolis, or, Emmaus, City of Victory (Adler 58).
These interactions with early Christian figures and their representations create a different
series of sources and perspectives on Elagabalus that help establish another line Elagabalus can
easily be extended through, one which diverges from the bad emperor and persecutor that her
pagan commentators represent her as. However, these lines, sources, and traditions are
backgrounded in other representations that have been taken up by modern historians and
composers of her representations; additionally, these sources background traditions of
representation of her badness and her gender and sexual practices in favor of the tolerant and
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agreeable ruler. This competing framework that Elagabalus has been represented within can help
explain her appearance alongside the scenes of the life of John the Baptist.
The function of ‘coming before’ that Elagabalus and the other Roman emperors serve in
the woodcarving can also be seen when we examine more closely the interactions between
ancient Greek philosophy and early church figures, especially Christian apologists and early
Christian philosophers. Examining how both sets of individuals perform this ‘coming before’
role, we can better understand how Elagabalus is being understood in this representation. Justin
the Martyr, for instance, is reported to have come to Christianity through philosophy, being
dissatisfied with Stoicism, Peripatetic philosophy, Pythagorean philosophy, and Platonism—
though, he writes of finding quite a bit of value within Platonism—throughout his education (see
Justin Martyr Dialogue with Trypho, chapters 2–8). Justin the Martyr writes in his Dialogue with
Trypho, “And the perception of immaterial things quite overpowered me, and the contemplation
of ideas furnished my mind with wings… I expected forthwith to look upon God, for this is the
end of Plato's philosophy” (chapter 2). Justin the Martyr goes on to write in his Second Apology,
“For whatever either lawgivers or philosophers uttered well, they elaborated by finding and
contemplating some part of the Word. But since they did not know the whole of the Word, which
is Christ, they often contradicted themselves” (chapter 10). Throughout Justin the Martyr’s
writing, there are connections from classical Greek philosophy as partial truths that inform
Christianity as a complete truth.
Clement of Alexandria was another early Christian writer who was educated in
Hellenistic philosophy and felt resonances between Christianity and classical Greek thought.
However, unlike Eusebius, who I will address more explicitly blow, Clement of Alexandria did
not only think that Greek philosophy prepared one for the Gospels, but saw philosophy as
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important toward understanding the wisdom of Christianity (Copleston 20). Clement of
Alexandria writes in his Miscellanies, “philosophy more especially was given to the Greeks, as a
covenant peculiar to them—being, as it is, a stepping-stone to the philosophy which is according
to Christ—although those who applied themselves to the philosophy of the Greeks shut their ears
voluntarily to the truth, despising the voice of Barbarians, or also dreading the danger suspended
over the believer, by the laws of the state” (829).
Likewise, Origen, who came to Elagabalus’s imperial court, drew extensively on the
works of Plato. Origen taught at the Caesarea, where Middle Platonism was for him a bridge for
his students to begin studying theology (Olson 102). Additionally, in his final apologist text,
Against Celus, Origen argued against Celus’s claim that no Platonist could become a Christian,
that Christianity and Greek philosophy were not in conflict, and that Greek philosophy could
arrive at many of the truths, but that Christianity allowed one to arrive at higher truths (Olson
103).
Eusebius, who included the stories of Elagabalus and Origen in his work, figured a great
deal of ancient Greek philosophers as a kind of precursor for Christian faith, though he held that
any truths the ancient Greeks learned were derivative of the truths learned by the ancient
Hebrews (see Eusebius Preparation for the Gospel, books XI through XIII). This thought of
Hellenistic philosophy anticipating Christianity also has its own lineage that includes other
writers, such as Augustine of Hippo, who writes in Book VII of his Confessions of his exposure
to Neoplatonist conceptions of god and wrote, “But when I read those books of the Platonists I
was taught by them to seek incorporeal truth, so I saw your 'invisible things, understood by the
things that are made’” (Bourke, Book VII, Chapter XX). These show us part of how Hellenistic,
particularly Platonist philosophy was taken up in early church history and philosophy in a similar
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way that Elagabalus and other Roman emperors were taken up in a way that creates a cultural
legacy within those institutions.
The Roman emperors and Greek philosophers depicted between the scenes of the life of
John the Baptist in Murando’s woodcarving show a different lineage than one of blood and
nobility, but instead show a lineage of intellectual and cultural histories that tie religious thought
and practices that led to the rise of the Catholic Church. In this, Elagabalus’s imperial legacy is
invoked as a precursor to institutions outside of sovereign rule or nobility.
Points of Arrival
These artifacts foreground lineage, both as cultural and intellectual lineages as well as
lineages of blood and familial relation. Additionally, by highlighting multiple uses of lineage,
these artifacts demonstrate the multiple uses of Elagabalus as lineages: as the Ahmed quote in
the epigraph notes, these lineages denote varied points of arrival that come with significant
attachments to social meanings within communal spaces. Differently, these artifacts allow us to
glimpse how our attention to Elagabalus is conditioned through the orientations we take by
backgrounding certain sources or traditions. These orientations condition the available means by
allowing composers and future generations of readers and viewers by making certain
relationships to her more available than others. Indeed these continuations of imperial legacy
both show different uses of imperial legacy as well as offer competing frameworks that
composers of Elagabalus have used when representing her.
Examining receptions thus highlights the sedimentation, “As in the accreted growth of
stones by the addition of external particles,” (Collins 548) of labor that shapes histories and
reminds us “history cannot simply be turned into something that is given in its sensuous
certainty, as if it could be a property of an object” (Ahmed 41). Reception studies reminds us that
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figures, artifacts, and histories come to us through a “chain of receptions,” from which, “we do
not have an unmediated encounter with the past. We see ancient authors not only through the
lens of our own time, but also—in a compound prescription—through the lenses of previous
interpreters” (Gaiser 399, 398–399). Reception studies reminds us how things arrive to us.
By focusing on the sedimentation, rather than the sediment, we can help undo the subtle
ways that normativity can creep into queer and trans historical and rhetorical work, by providing
“an assiduous resistance to the lure of mutually exclusive and exhaustive frames” that underlie so
much of historical and rhetorical work (Bessette 97). Instead, these artifacts, when examined
receptively, open us up to multiplicity without conclusiveness: rather than looking at artifacts for
how they leverage the past, this historiography acknowledges, “we cannot assume total agency
on behalf of composers to leverage the past… the past also ‘haunts’ the present with
ensepulchered desires, affects, ‘figures and voices’” that allow us to better see each
representation as not a leveraging of Elagabalus in a present, but a partial—perhaps failed—
leveraging of a desire for her: the imperial ruler, the church foremother, the bad emperor
(Bessette 107). These “rhetorics that failed in the past only to fail yet again” can “productively
disturb schemas of development and progress by pitching sexual and temporal dissonance
against sexual and temporal normativities” that require us to see queer or heteronormative,
progress or regress (Bessette 107; Matzner 181). A receptive approach opens us to examining
instead how histories arrive to us and how we arrive to them, what conditions our encounter, and
what orientations are most readily available to us that make certain futures more or less possible:
in this chapter, there are multiple instances in which Elagabalus has not arrived to us as the bad
emperor, but different narratives and assumptions that foreground different sources and
traditions than those that give the narrative of bad emperor. But these representations are laden
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with their own ideological frameworks that background other assumptions in turn: while she can
be used as the ruler that justifies a nobility, she is masculine and male; while she helps pave the
way for the rise of the Catholic Church, there are no allusions to her own religious practices that
caused controversy in Rome. But while classical texts rely on “chain of reception,” we can see
the chain(s) that extend from 222 to the present day are multiple and branching in ways that need
acknowledgement from the histories that we tell (Gaiser 399).
We inherit these arrivals that are repeated over time and create lineages that make future
reproductions of particular relationships to the past more or less available to us, an inheritance
that helps to condition her (and our through our relationship with the past) appearance within
social orders. When we become more aware of the conditions of the means being made available
to us and the pressure to convert our inheritances into possessions (to possess a version of a
historical figure, to possess a history or a belonging), we are better ready to twist our
relationships, to follow new lines, to travel the in-betweens, to sit unsettled within multiplicities
and name our desires for a relationship to the past as a desire and not something existent of the
past with sensuous certainty. From here, from seeing the multiple specters of Elagabalus that
have extended from cultural and familial understandings of imperial legacy, I turn to receptions
of Elagabalus in the British aestheticist and French symbolist artistic movements of the 19th
Century to show yet another competing desire for an Elagabalus that articulates a different
relationship to the past.
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Chapter 3
The Queer Elagabalus
“[W]hen Aurelius addressed him with the usual salutation, ‘My Lord Emperor, Hail!’ he bent
his neck so as to assume a ravishing feminine pose, and turning his eyes upon him with a melting
gaze, answered without any hesitation: ‘Call me not Lord, for I am a Lady.’”—Cassius Dio,
Roman History, 469
“Were I not Caesar, Hierocles, and were you not a slave, but we were simply two people, one
not bepurpled and the other not beslaved, how would you address me?” Open-eyed, his gaze
steady now, Hierocles considered the question for some time without his eyes leaving those that
looked at him. Once or twice, his lips formed soundless words but no voice gave them meaning.
Tears appeared in the corners of his eyes and rolled down his cheeks. When he did speak, he
spoke with effort. “I would address you as beloved.”—Kyle Onstott and Lance Horner, Child of
the Sun, 143
“Jim put this down to gender and Heliogabalus’ acceptance of his homosexuality. While
Commodus, Caligula and Nero had all openly engaged in same-sex relations, they had done so
with a vicious edge of misogyny quite different to Heliogabalus’ unashamed pursuit of his own
sex. Gender, then, was a definite angle to his thesis and one that would provide a controversial
focus to the subject of men marrying men.”—Reed, Jeremy, Boy Caesar, 70
“We have never been queer, yet queerness exists for us as an ideality that can be distilled from
the past to imagine a future. The future is queerness’s domain. Queerness is a structured and
educated mode of desiring that allows us to see and feel beyond the quagmire of the present” —
José Estaban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia, 1
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Reducing Elagabalus to a single symbol erases the possibility for discussing her as a site
of tension and negotiation of ideas and ways of knowing and being for particular communities
and political effects—effectively eliding the possibility for a nuanced interrogation of how
Elagabalus comes to mean differently for different communities and limiting the kinds of
histories that can be invented. As she is monstrous and bad for those anticipating cultural
decline, she is how culture is invented for those legitimating their authority by connecting it to
previous empires, and she is a site of negotiation for the creation of contemporary LGBTQ+
identities and politics. Examining how LGBTQ+ populations represent Elagabalus provides
insight into how queer people understand queerness across temporal and geographic locations
and how and why queer people connect their identities to a past. In some ways this is connected
to ideas of the queer archive, especially Chuck Morris’s claim that the queer archive is a site for
rhetorical invention. For Morris, this is because queer histories have often been systemically
silenced and made difficult to access due to the pressures for queer people to live double lives or
conceal identities, as well as the complexities surrounding ascribing identities to historical
subjects (147). Additionally, it is important to consider what Morris and KJ Rawson later argue,
that all queer histories are histories that trace affective relationships across time (83). However,
these affective relationships can be better interrogated when put in conversation with classical
reception studies that allow us to frame the particularities of both the historical subject and the
composer to show explicitly the relationship between subject and composer. This chapter, thus,
focuses on the circulation and permutations of Elagabalus’s representation in queer communities,
to show the contested ways in which Elagabalus exists in queer spaces as sites of debate and
negotiation for queer identities. However, before addressing these, it is necessary to show the
lineage of Elagablus as queer past before arriving to these more contemporary in situ sources.
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To follow the thread of Elagabalus’s receptions and the negotiation of queer identities,
we have to change the way we engage with texts while still holding the chain of receptions that
led us here. In order to produce a study of reception that does not (re)produce the structures of
history, I attempt to follow receptions of Elagabalus outside the structures of disciplin(ed/ary)
history or literature. Just as classical reception studies can attune us to how the structures of
history press on the present to allow us to interrogate our relationship to the past, circulation
studies offers a way of understanding how ideas, texts, images, conventions move so we can
interrogate relationships across what circulates. These two fields together can help show how
texts, images, ideas, and relationships to the past converge and to analyze how artifacts produced
are grounded in relationships to communities, histories, and circulation.
The understanding of circulation studies that I bring to this reception studies approach is
built on Jenkins, Ito, and boyd’s articulation of participatory culture; and Laurie Gries’s ideas of
iconographic tracking. Jenkins, Ito and boyd offer a series of core values that define participatory
culture, which 1) extends access to means of cultural production and circulation, 2) provides
opportunities to create and share culture, 3) allows participants agency over decisions within
their communities (181). In short, “People participate through and within communities:
participatory culture requires us to move beyond a focus on individualized personal expression, it
is about an ethos of ‘doing it together’ in addition to ‘doing it yourself’” (181). The perspective
of participatory culture here resists the description of discrete phenomena within fandom, like
Jenkin’s 1992 Textual Poachers, but pushes understandings of literacy and cultural production
beyond individual production and allows for interrogation of how participation and circulation is
structured (183). This model of participatory culture becomes a tool for understanding how texts,
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images, and ideas become meaningful through their circulation and participation while
simultaneously bringing to the fore the practices that structure participation and circulation.
Laurie Gries offers a theoretical apparatus for understanding how circulation is rhetorical.
Iconographic tracking, which traces how images are remixed, inspire spinoffs, and develop
rhetorical force, offers an “understanding of how things become rhetorical as they circulate and
transform with time and space and contribute to collective life” (Gries 3). This is important for
circulation and reception as it elucidates how “[r]hetoric prevails beyond its initial moment of
production; once unleashed in whatever form it takes,” distributing the rhetorical situation across
temporal actors, shifting rhetoric toward “an unfolding event—a distributed, material process of
becomings in which divergent consequences are actualized with time and space” (Gries 7).
When put in conversation with reception studies, these concepts from circulation studies
provide more tools for understanding how histories become meaningful as they gain rhetorical
force through circulation. This helps to explain Gaiser’s “chain of receptions” (399) as “a
distributed, material process of becomings in which divergent consequences are actualized”
(Gries 7). These distributed processes of becoming and receiving give greater attention to what
structures and gatekeepers allow or prevent particular kinds of cultural production within larger
systems. By examining varieties content and media in this way, we can see how, particularly in
queer communities, users cultivate a relationship to a historical figure to both negotiate their own
gender and sexual practices within the present, but also negotiate and articulate users’ affective
relationships to historical subjects.
Co-Incidence of Elagabalus’s Receptions and LGBTQ+ Identity and Politics
There is a significant thread of the history of Elagabalus’s receptions that weaves through
the formation of contemporary LGBTQ+ identity and politics. While the very existence of this
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thread connecting contemporary queer life to the third century in Rome troubles the possibility of
origination. We might start5 our “chain of receptions” in Paris, 1884, as the honeymooning Oscar
Wilde read a copy of Joris-Karl Huysmans’s cultural zeitgeist and centerpiece of decadent
literature, À rebours, that had just been published (Gaiser 339). As many critics and biographers
have noted, and indeed Wilde’s own correspondence bears out, the book was hugely
transformative for Wilde and inspired his Picture of Dorian Gray (see Alexander; Cevasco,
particularly for analysis of influence in Wilde’s non-literary sources; Ellman; and Shea,
particularly for analysis of influence within Picture of Dorian Gray).
À rebours is frequently considered to be the crystalizing text of decadent literature,
focusing less on a plot and more on the psychology of its protagonist, Des Esseintes, who
Martijn Icks describes as, “a typical dandy—that is, a flamboyant—and possibly aristocratic—
figure who distances himself from the masses by means of his affected, aesthetic pose” (157). It
is À rebours’s “aesthetics of artifice and transcendence” (Shea 126) that inspires Wilde to, as
Jonathan Alexander puts it, “imagine different ways of being, ways that valued not the ‘natural’
but the possible” (517). It is within this imagination of artifice and transcendence that
Elagabalus—“l’étonnant grand-prêtre d’Émèse”—appears (Huysmans 66).6 Elagabalus walks
into Des Esseintes’s thoughts as a figure of excess, described as:
[M]archant dans de la poudre d’argent et du sable d’or, la tête ceinte d’une tiare, les
vêtements brochés de pierreries, Élagabal travaillait, au milieu de ses eunuques, à des

As Carolyn Steedman reminds us, starting is not the same as beginning: “Contemplating Everything, the historian
must start somewhere, but starting is a different thing from originating, or even from beginning” (1177). This start
undermines the western historical preoccupation with the origination of things and intentionally leaves open the
“double nothingness” of history: “it is about something that never did happen in the way it comes to be represented
(the happening exists in the telling or the text), and it is made out of materials that are not there, in an archive or
anywhere else… The search for the historian's nostalgia for origins and original referents cannot be performed,
because there is actually nothing there: only absence, what once was: dust” (1179). To position a start, instead is to
invent out of a past acknowledging the dust as conditioning a history’s available means.
6
“The astonishing high-priest of Emesa” (personal translation).
5
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ouvrages de femmes, se faisait appeler Impératrice et changeait, toutes les nuits,
d’Empereur, l’élisant de préférence parmi les barbiers, les gâte-sauce, et les cochers de
cirque.7 (66)
Elagabalus is figured, as Icks notes, deliberately post-Petronius to become a symbol of decay;
Huysmans contrasts Elagabalus with Petronius—who Huysmans considers the height of Latin
literature—and thus concludes that Elagabalus is a symbol of decay, where the decline of Roman
culture mirrors the decline in Latin literature after Petronius (157). While it is possible to read
Elagabalus here as simply embodying the value of the aestheticist movement, finding art for art’s
sake, or the beauty in decay, this is insufficient to interrogate Elagabalus’s figuring in Huysmans.
Only understanding Elagabalus in the way that Icks notes as a figure of decay erases Elagabalus
entirely as she herself is not figured as decaying or rotting—rather, it is important to emphasize
the transcendency of Elagabalus as a figure of beauty, excess, and the lavish from within decay.
This transcendence aligns with a wrestling of art away from ethics and the practical that remains
at the heart of aestheticist writing to imagine new ways of being. As such, it is not just her bad
reputation, but an inscription of Elagabalus with an artificial agency to be excessive in the face
of the natural or the real—to be dripping in jewels as an empire and language crumbles around
you—that inspires Des Esseintes and Wilde.
Alexander and Shea both remind that it is widely believed by scholars that the yellow
book given to Dorian Gray by Lord Henry Wotton is À rebours, a book which, “serves as
encouragement to Dorian to seek out new sensations, to explore the many and manifold
pleasures of existence to their fullest, to indulge in aesthetic and seemingly ‘unnatural’

“Walking in silver powder and gold sand, his head encircled with a tiara, his clothes embroidered with precious
stones, Elagabalus, among his eunuchs, performed women’s work, called himself Empress, and changed her
emperor every night, choosing from among the barbers, the spoilers, and the circus coachmen” (personal
translation).
7
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pleasures” (Alexander 517). The influence on Wilde’s work was assumed clear enough that both
works were brought into Wilde’s trial in 1895 for gross indecency as evidence of Wilde’s own
life, actions, and values; though as Ellman notes, while Wilde permits that À rebours had an
influence on the text, references within Dorian Gray are deliberately altered (316). This helps
illustrate the apparent parallel between the yellow book’s influence on Gray and À rebours’s
influence on Wilde; a parallel prompting Alexander to comment, “Wilde knew all too well the
damage that is done in the name of the ‘natural,’… In Wilde’s time, the homosexual was not
natural; so Wilde had to embrace the artificial perhaps in an attempt to begin to make room for
other ways of being” (517). However, the similarities run far deeper, and the chain of reception
continues when the original manuscript of Dorian Gray is examined.
In chapter nine of The Uncensored Picture of Dorian Gray, amidst Wilde’s exploration
of the nature of art, Wilde writes, “The young priest of the Sun, who while yet a boy had been
slain for his sins, used to walk in jeweled shoes on dust of gold and silver” (168). In addition to
being a clear reference to Elagabalus, its parallels to Huysmans’s Elagabalus and her walking on,
“la poudre d’argent et du sable d’or,” or how her clothes were “brochés de pierreries” are
striking (66). Elagabalus walks through both texts, a beacon of aesthetic wonder. Nicholas
Frankel notes in the textual introduction to The Uncensored Picture of Dorian Gray, that these
lines, as well as surrounding lines of classical representation, were removed from the manuscript,
though it is uncertain why. Frankel writes:
Two of the sentences—‘It was a pearl that Julius Caesar had given to Servilia, when he
loved her. Their child had been Brutus.’—concluded a longer section added to the
typescript by Wilde, in his own hand, before it was submitted to Lippincott’s. These and
the sentences that begins the next paragraph in the typescript—‘The young priest of the
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Sun, who while yet a boy had been slain for his sins, liked to walk in jeweled shoes on
dust of gold and silver.’—were left unaltered by Stoddart [the editor] and his associates
in the typescript (as were Wilde’s other references to the effeminate Elagabalus, the
‘young priest of the Sun’); however, they do not appear in the Lippincott’s text (or in any
later published text). Whether this was due to a typesetting error or because Stoddart or
another editor excised them in the proofreading stage cannot now be determined. (48)
However, it is not unreasonable to connect Elagabalus’s appearance within Wilde and her
appearance in Huysmans as contributing to why these lines were removed. As Frankel notes,
“Stoddart also oversaw the elimination of anything that smacked generally of decadence” (47).
This was especially true of anything concerning the yellow novel, “rightly sensing that these
fictional names allude to some of the most scandalous works and figures of the French Decadent
movement.” (Frankel 47). Between Elagabalus’s queerness, Stoddart’s efforts to minimize
explicit homoeroticism from The Picture of Dorian Gray, and her connection to Wilde through
Hyusmans, we can see the possible reasons for Elagabalus being excised from the manuscript of
the text—despite being able to see how the thread of her reception continues through Wilde’s
work (Frankel 45).
At this moment, we might loop another thread and weave together our chain of receptions
with the co-incidence of the formation of contemporary LGBTQ+ identities and politics that
occurs through the period that Wilde and Huysmans wrote. Again, we might start with the
proliferation of the concept of homosexuals8—a distinct term from homosexuality which would
study desire, attraction, relationships, and practices instead of identity and being. One of the first

8

I am using this term deliberately here to refer to the 19 th Century development of LGBTQ+ identities, or to note
how queer practices became understood through language as identities, and thus the clinical and scientific language
practice of naming certain queer practicing people homosexuals is precisely the point.
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to create the concept of homosexual identity was Karl Heinrich Ulrichs, a German writer and
lawyer who pursued a scientific understanding of homosexuals. Ulrichs particularly developed
the concept in his first five essays, which were published under the pseudonym Numa
Numantius, Studies on the Riddle of Male-Male Love, between 1864 and 1880, in which Ulrichs
argues that homosexuality is biological, in-born, and natural.9 Notably, given Wilde’s and
Hyusmans’s relationship to the classics, Ulrich describes male desiring men as anima muliebris
virili corpore inclusa,10 and uses the term Urning to describe them off of the god Uranus, and
Dioning for men who desire women. These terms referred to Plato’s Symposium, and drew on
the two different births of Aphrodite to describe different kinds of love, one born of a man,
Uranus, and one born of a woman, Dione (Ulrichs 2; Leck 39). Ulrichs’s work in his early
studies set up his activism as a self-identifying urning arguing in the German congress in 1867
against laws criminalizing same-sex sex (Leck 50). The terms homosexual and heterosexual
were coined by Ulrich’s contemporary, Karl Maria Kertbenny in a letter to Ulrichs in 1868—
though he would go on to use it in a protest pamphlet in 1869 (Leck 58). The competing
terminology sets were used alongside each other and often interchangeably (65). In 1891,
Ulrichs’s language gained traction in the UK with John Addington Symonds’s A Problem in
Modern Ethics, whereas Kertbenny’s terminology would reach the UK a year later in a
translation of Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s, an Austrian psychiatrist, Psychopathia Sexualis (65).
Both sets of terminologies, however, point to the existence of sexual identity and sexual selfknowledge that develops in medical and judicial discourses throughout the mid-to-late 19th
Century, the creation of a scientia sexualis:

It is worth noting that many of Ulrich’s concepts pre-date Ulrich’s texts, but Ulrich is often considered to be the
first to put concepts of a homosexual person as a biological identity and to create a scientific approach to
investigating that identity (see Leck).
10
“The soul of a woman contained in a man’s body” (personal translation).
9
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The essential features of this sexuality… correspond to the functional requirements of a
discourse that must produce its truth. Situated at the point of intersection of a technique
of confession and scientific discursivity… sexuality was defined as being “by nature”: a
domain susceptible to pathological processes, and hence one calling for therapeutic or
normalizing interventions; a field of meanings to decipher; the site of processes
concealed by specific mechanisms; a focus of indefinite causal relations; and an obscure
speech that had to be ferreted out and listened to. (Foucault 68).
The creation of this scientific self-knowledge conditions fields of knowledge-power to be created
around the discourse of sexuality and particularly sexual identity. As Foucault goes on to write:
The appearance in nineteenth-century psychiatry, jurisprudence, and literature of a whole
series of discourses on the species and subspecies of homosexuality, inversion, pederasty,
and ‘psychic hermaphroditism’ made possible a strong advance of social controls into
this area of ‘perversity’; but it also made possible the formation of a ‘reverse’ discourse:
homosexuality began to speak in its own behalf, to demand that its legitimacy or
‘naturality’ be acknowledged, often in the same vocabulary, using the same categories by
which it was medically disqualified (101).
And it is these Western, bourgeois social controls and sexual self-knowledge that creates an
imperative to “confess to acts contravening the law, [and] you will seek to transform your desire,
your every desire, into discourse,” that Hyusmans and Wilde bring Elagabalus, and the Crown
brought 25 charges of gross indecency to Wilde (Foucault 21).
Shifting paradigms in understanding queerness came to a head in the late 1800s and came
to a head during the trail of Oscar Wilde; examining how these paradigms shift and exist around
the moral panics leading to Wilde’s trial allows us to see how Elagabalus was part of the
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available means of inventing new ways of queer being. These paradigm shifts in thinking about
same-sex desire were coupled with rising moral panics around same-sex sex. As Frankel notes,
the UK was thrown into a moral panic after the 1885 exposé, “The Maiden Tribute of Modern
Babylon,” by W.T. Stead, which primarily concerned itself with the sexual slavery trade of
young girls in London, and led to the passage of The Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885.
Sometimes called the Stead Act, this law raised the age of consent for young girls from 13 to 16
and increasing penalties for sexual offences again women and minors. However, in addition to
these measures, the Stead act also contained a late addition to the Amendment, Statute 11, which
criminalized “‘gross indecency’ between men” (7–8). Further, the Cleveland Street Affair
occurred in 1889 when police discovered, “a ring of male prostitutes or ‘rent boys’ who operated
as telegraph messengers by day and as male prostitutes, working out of a male brothel at 19
Cleveland Street, by night” and rumors circulated that implicated many aristocrats and military
personnel in the scandal, leading Frankel to conclude “the circulation of the rumor indicates the
general level of anxiety about homosexual behavior, now associated in the public mind with
aristocratic vices and the corruption of lower-class youth” (8–9). These scandals and moral
panics highlight the judicial and social ways in which the paradigm around same-sex desire was
changing and increasing controls. These controls and the development of pathologizing
psychological understandings of same-sex desire suddenly met with force around Wilde’s
celebrity. When we examine how Wilde carried Elagabalus through this period, we can see how
Elagabalus was part of the available means of articulating, expressing, or relating to queerness as
contemporary LGBTQ identities and politics are being formed—a thread that does not stop with
Wilde.
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As I’ve demonstrated, representations of Elagabalus increased in frequency around the
formation of what would become contemporary LGBTQ identities and politics through the 1800s
to Wilde; if we look to the formation of contemporary LGBTQ political movements, such as gay
liberation politics through the 1960s and 1970s, we see another surge in receptions of
Elagabalus. While there are other authors who right about Elagabalus between Wilde and these
receptions, these two sets of receptions clearly demonstrate shifts in how queerness is thought
about and sites of negotiating LGBTQ+ identities and politics in the US and UK. These are
especially significant since the texts that emerge in this period make central Elagabalus’s
queerness as LGBTQ+ identity in a way that had not occurred prior. This is possible because the
LGBTQ+ liberation movement started receiving mainstream media attention that each use
Elagabalus to discuss LGBTQ+ identity and politics. While there are other receptions of
Elagabalus in the earlier parts of the 20th Century, and additional receptions within this period,
Alfred Duggan’s Family Favourites, and Martin Duberman’s Elagabalus show the paradigm
shifts in Elagabalus’s reception as a site of negotiating queerness within the period.
Duggan’s Family Favourites was published in the UK in 1960, and follows a Praetorian
Guard, Duratius, who observes the emperor, Elagabalus, during the reign of the emperor.
Duggan does not shy away from depicting Elagabalus’s male attractions, but it should be noted
that Duggan emphasizes Elagabalus’s masculinity throughout the text. Duratius describes
Elagabalus as follows:
[T]hough he looked childish for his age, was yet a perfect miniature of the Divine
Caracalla. This means that he was strikingly handsome. Beneath a fantastic head-dress of
gauzy silk peeped a cluster of golden curls; his eyelashes fluttered like butterflies; as he
moved his head I caught a glimpse of huge brimming violet eyes. The elaborate
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ornaments and face-paint which were part of his ritual costume made his beauty seem
that of an exquisite doll. But this perfect beauty had in it nothing of the feminine; even
the long embroidered gown could not conceal his manliness. (73)
This sets up Duggan’s defense of Elagabalus’s sexuality in the text, as Mark Nugent notes,
providing readers with a heterosexual narrator removed from Elagabalus and depicting the
emperor as “an impulsive and virile youth” (173). Duggan sets up a defense of Elagabalus’s
sexuality on two positions, one from the narrator, and one from Elagabalus’s grandmother, Julia
Maesa. Duratius says later in the text, “The Emperor’s private life was his own affair, and it
seems ridiculous to me to hold that it is more wicked to love boys than girls” (186). Thus,
Duggan appears to be extending privacy rights to the emperor through the narrator. Similarly,
Julia Maesa notes, “he has never loved a woman. I don’t know what went wrong with him, but
we must admit that he will always prefer boys” (195). From this, Duggan creates a defense of
Elagabalus’s sexuality in that it is an essential characteristic of Elagabalus’s person as well as
something restricted to Elagabalus’s private life and thus not the subject of public concern
(Nugent 173). While Nugent rightly notes that this reception of Elagabalus is reflective of the
growing “‘liberal’ thought regarding homosexual deviance in 1950s Britain, as instantiated in the
Wolfenden Report of 1957,” Nugent does not situate the psychological models of sexuality used
in the report within LGBTQ+ history or the interest in Elagabalus as a figure who can be
legitimated through explorations of his psychology within a history of Elagabalus’s receptions.
Instead, we might turn to John Stuart Hay’s reading of Elagabalus to contextualize the growing
concerns for Elagabalus’s psychosexual development that help situate the representation of
Elagabalus in Duggan’s Family Favourites.
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John Stuart Hay wrote The Amazing Emperor Heliogabalus in 1911. Hay attempts to
recover Elagabalus through a psychological analysis of the emperor. Hay cites Krafft-Ebing,
Bloch, Forel, and Moll as psychologists who “show us that characters like Elagabalus have
occasionally appeared, and are still known in history. They are almost curiosities of nature, and
are rarely if ever responsible for their own instincts, neither are they cruel nor evil by nature”
(234). Hay continues to note, “psychologists have noted that this tendency towards the more
elevated forms of homosexual feeling is still to be found, more or less developed, amongst
religious leaders and other persons with strong ethical instincts” and criticizes responses to
Elagabalus’s sexuality on the grounds that “It is only therefore when this tendency occurs in
slightly abnormal minds that we excite our passions against men whom our imagination alone
has branded as debased criminals” (235). Icks, however, critiques Hay’s analysis in that it, “is
not founded on any evidence or plausible reasoning” (3). Icks contrasts with the far less
favorable 1957 psychological rumination on Elagabalus by Roland Villeneuve, Héliogabale, le
César fou, which he notes is “equally unconvincing” (3). When taken together, we see a longer
strand of investment in the psychology of Elagabalus that leads up to Duggan’s Family
Favourites.
Nugent rightfully points to the liberal sexual politics in Britain coming out of the
Wolfenden Report of 1957. In the post-war period, there were a number of trials against men
under The Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885, making the number of men imprisoned for
“gross indecency” reach 1,069 by 1954. These trials included a number of prominent figures in
British society, including Alan Turing in 1952 and Lord Montagu of Beaulieu in 1954 (Higgins
56). This was in part due to the efforts of Scotland Yard commissioner, Sir John Nott-Bower,
who attempted to find and remove homosexuals from British government, paralleling the efforts
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of Senator McCarthy in the U.S. (Cook 169). In response, the Departmental Committee on
Homosexual Offences and Prostitution was formed in 1954, which consisted of 15 members, and
was led by Sir John Wolfenden (Lewis 6). The report created a series of recommendations
around same-sex sex that established a paradigm that same-sex sex should be viewed as a private
act between consenting adults and thus decriminalized, falling within what the committee
concluded should be the purview of the law: “It is not, in our view, the function of the law to
intervene in the private life of citizens, or to seek to enforce any particular pattern of behaviour”
(quoted in Lewis 275). The report sparked a wide debate in British culture and the creation of
organizations such as The Homosexual Law Reform Society that contributed to the passage of
The Sexual Offences Act 1967 in which the recommendations of the Wolfenden Report were
adopted (Higgins 45). This helps to clarify a picture of a growing liberal sexual politics that saw
sexuality as a private act and protected as an extension of privacy rights. Further, this helps get at
the surrounding conversations of same-sex desiring men and assigned gender deviation from
which Duggan presents Elagabalus to discuss a defense of homosexuality.
Martin Duberman uses Elagabalus differently in 1973 in his play Elagabalus. The play
concerns itself with its protagonist, Adrian, who fashions himself as Elagabalus in an effort to
liberate himself from gender and sexual norms, going as far as to refer to those around him as
Elagabalus’s contemporaries, such as referring to his grandmother as “Augusta Maesa” (285).
Duberman, a prominent early gay rights activist, constructs here, as Nugent notes, “an intensely
personal challenge to trends in the gay liberation movement and a meditation on the usefulness
of the past as an instrument for remaking the present” (184). Adrian’s self-styling of Elagabalus
frustrates those around him, and opens him to cisheterosexist violences from those around him as
they struggle with Adrian’s performances. Thus the play
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can be viewed as a meditation on the peril and promise inherent in the project of
appropriating historical figures as sites of resistance to dominant discourses of sexuality.
Elagabalus concludes that such acts of appropriation are, ultimately, inadequate for the
complex process of liberation. (Nugent 186)
In some ways, Duberman’s text represents one that is perhaps uniquely self-aware of its use of
Elagabalus as reception, pointing to individuals in a contemporary context bringing historical
figures into their respective contexts and being critical of that relationship. As itself a reception,
however, Duberman’s text highlights how he sees tensions within the gay liberation movement
developing in the 1970s. To return to Nugent, he points out that “Despite coming out—in print—
as a gay man in 1972, he was unable to relinquish old habits of self-hatred and remained
alienated from the nascent gay liberation movement” and that he “harbored grave misgivings
about the certitudes with which many gay activists approached the project of sexual liberation”
(184). This helps explain how Duberman’s Elagabalus (through Adrian’s performance) is both
critical of appropriating a classical past and critical of the more radical liberation politics adopted
by the nascent gay liberation movement: Duberman sees himself at odds with the out-of-touch
and out-of-time Adrian. Thus, for Duberman, perhaps more explicitly than other authors
included here, Elagabalus is a site for the negotiation of what it means to be queer, what the role
of queerness is, and what queer politics ought to be.
The nascent “gay liberation movement” Duberman was so alienated from largely comes
out of the post-Stonewall LGBTQ+ politics that formed with groups like the Gay Liberation
Front, formed in 1969 in direct response to the Stonewall Riots. In part the term “gay liberation”
is meant to distinguish the post-Stonewall period from the previous homophile movement;
however, this periodization should be viewed blurrily and critically (in part demonstrated by
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Duberman’s reservations). In many ways the homophile movement set the stage for gay
liberation politics to emerge. In 1951 the Mattachine Society was founded by figures mostly
associated with Communist Party politics through the 1930s and 1940s, and became most
associated with Harry Hay. The Mattachine Society began many public efforts to engage in
LGBTQ activism, such as the public trial of Dale Jennings, in which Jennings contested charges
of engaging in sexual activity with an undercover police officer, and the publication of ONE
magazine. The Mattachine Society adopted a politics of accommodation (mostly for white gay
men, though there is evidence of significant involvement of black activists and women playing
key roles in the organization) and creating a unified gay identity through the distribution of
publications (D’Emilio, 59–64, 70–71; Stien 45–57). This paralleled the formation of the
Daughters of Bilitis in 1955 in San Francisco that centered the work and lives of lesbian women,
engaging in their own publications, such as The Ladder, and activist work—notably the activism
of Ada Bello, Cleo Bonner, Ernestine Eckstine Barbara Gitting, and Kay Tobin (Stein 55–57; see
also Marcia M. Gallo). These and the up to fifty homophile organizations that developed through
the 1950s took on key activist efforts, such as the repeal of sodomy laws in Illinois in 1961, D.C.
in 1965, and Connecticut in 1969 (Stein 65; D’Emilio 150–157).11 These efforts together came in
a response to the late 19th and early 20th Century pathologizing of queerness and developing
support for queer individuals and created vast networks for queer association, and emphasized
privacy rights for queer individuals (Stein 84–90; Bronski 209).

11

There are many things that this historical narrative omits for brevity and cohesion to show the tension that
Duberman is positioned within around gay liberation. However, I would be remiss in a piece discussing Elagabalus
to not also note the rise of transgender politics occurs simultaneous to many of these developments and that
transgender women played significant roles in the development and activism of these organizations. We might
account for the work of Louise Lawrence in the late 1940s who worked as a link between sexologists and their
research subjects and the role that Virginia Prince in the production of Transvestia: Journal for the American
Society for Equality in Dress which helped to distinguish gender from sexuality (Meyerowitz, 179–182; Stryker 44–
47).
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While it is important to note how the activism of the homophile movement helped
condition the Stonewall Riots and the gay liberation movement, it is equally important to provide
complexity to the idea that the pre-1969 movement was solely built on respectability politics and
that the activism of 1969 and on is the onset of collective liberation politics and more militant
protest. A decade before Stonewall, a small riot broke out in Cooper Do-nuts, a 24-hour café
between two gay bars in downtown LA and frequented by male sex workers and trans women,
when two police officers attempted to arrest two drag queens, two male sex workers, and a gay
man, prompting the arrestees and other patrons to throw coffee and trash at the officers until the
officers fled and the patrons began rioting in the streets outside (Faderman and Timmons 1–8).
Similarly, rioting broke out in 1966 at Compton’s Cafeteria in San Francisco when a police
officer harassed and grabbed the arm of one of the drag queens and she threw coffee in his face
and a riot ensued (Stryker 65–66). Additionally, the notion of gay liberation predates Stonewall
from a few months, as seen in Carl Wittman’s “Gay Manifesto” in his writing with the New Left
that became foundational to the gay liberation movement (Bronski 208–209). Duberman’s
Adrian emerges out of the tensions of concurrent queer politics that existed contemporaneously,
and Adrian’s performance of Elagabalus become sites of examination and negotiation of those
politics.
Duberman is not the last in this chain of representing Elagabalus to discuss and negotiate
queer identity and politics by far. Niel Gaimon wrote a 24-hour comic about Elagabalus in 1992
in which he compares the treatment of Elagabalus to the treatment of Oscar Wilde, making no
explicit reference to any connection between how Wilde might have been concerned with
Elagabalus in his own time (Gaimon 9). Sky Gilbert, in 2002, wrote Heliogabalus, a Love Story,
which Icks notes blurs past and present, presenting Elagabalus and Hierocles as a gay couple
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sharing an apartment and ruminates on the constrictions of the gender roles placed on both
characters (190–191). In 2004, Jeremy Reed published Boy Caesar, in which Jim attempts in a
PhD dissertation to make Elagabalus present and challenge cisheteronorms while the past and
present get continually blurred until Reed gives up on the project of academia (Matzner 189–
191). These examples point to the ways in which Elagabalus continues the thread of negotiation
of queerness through the 20th Century and into the 21st, that become important as we move into
digitally born receptions of Elagabalus that often emerge from within queer communities.
The Convergence of Fandom
Depictions of Elagabalus have circulated among fan communities from her depictions
in media, such as the British educational sketch-comedy show Horrible Histories, or the manga
Hetalia: World Stars; further, fans have incorporated Elagabalus into their responses to fan
communities in which Elagabalus does not figure in the original media. In examining the
convergence of differing rhetorical forces of Elagabalus’s various histories with the cultural
production of fandoms, we can see how Elagabalus’s histories gain rhetorical meaning through
their continued circulation.
The accretion of rhetorical forces through the circulation of representations can be seen
in the art of BeckyBumble posted on DeviantArt. Across BeckyBumble’s art they post stylized
depictions of mostly queer historical or classical figures, such as Elagabalus and Hierocles,
Achilles and Patroclus, Alexander the Great and Hephaestion, and so on. Across this, there are
several depictions of Elagabalus. Many of BeckyBumble’s depictions of Elagabalus depict the
relationship between Elagabalus and Hierocles, who she is said to have married, at length;
however, the artist does not explicitly address the emperor’s gender. While their art does not
overtly code Elagabalus as masculine, the artist does repeatedly appear alongside same-sex
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couples from across time, which suggests perceiving Elagabalus within a similar male-male
romantic relationship with Hierocles. Additionally, in the artist’s caption of the piece
“Elagabalus—Difficult” the artist writes, “Dear old Elagabalus just has to be difficult doesn't
he?” In the caption of the piece, “Elagabalus—Halloween” the artist writes, “he's doodled in all
my margins.” The repeated use of masculine pronouns suggest a consistent portrayal of
Elagabalus as male in their work.

Figure 9. BeckyBumble "Queen of Hierocles"

However, as in the piece above, BeckyBumble acknowledges some of Elagabalus’s
assigned-gender deviating practices. In the piece, “Queen of Hierocles,” BeckyBumble includes
an alleged quote Elagabalus is supposed to have said in Cassius Dio’s biography of Elagabalus.
However, in this scene depicted, BeckyBumble appears to be using the quote as less of a
comment on Elagabalus’s gender or sexuality but to underline the romantic feelings between
Elagabalus and Hierocles. In most of BeckyBumble’s art, Elagabalus and Hierocles’s
relationship is depicted as playful and prank-filled—where Elagabalus puts lions in Hierocles’s
bedroom, or the emperor dresses as a lion to jump out and scare Hierocles. This leaves “Queen
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of Hierocles” as a piece that stands out from the collection in that it depicts a more sentimental
Elagabalus.
BeckyBumble, in each description of the pieces, describes being inspired to compose
Elagabalus from the sketch comedy television series Horrible Histories that ran from 2009–
2014. However, the show never references Elagabalus’s alleged assigned-gender deviating
practices or her relationship with Hierocles like BeckyBumble quotes in “Queen of Hierocles,”
suggesting the author has drawn on more historical accounts of Elagabalus, even if no formal
citation is given. While some of BeckyBumble’s visual-design choices and making Elagabalus a
prankster are in line with the Elagabalus in Horrible Histories, in sketches like “Rotten
Romans,” BeckyBumble’s Elagabalus differs significantly. Most of the pranks that Horrible
Histories’ Elagabalus performs are often violent and cruel and reference some of the more
violent moments in her ancient biographies, whereas BeckyBumble’s are harmless and often
used as excuses to drive Elagabalus and Hierocles together. Horrible Histories additionally
makes no mention of Hierocles at all.

Figure 10. Matthew Baynton as Elagabalus in Horrible Histories, Series 2, Episode 6, 2010.

The children’s musical sketch-comedy depicts Elagabalus well within the bad-emperor
archetype and makes no mention of Elagabalus’s gender or sexual practices. Instead, the show
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depicts Elagabalus as a violent, out-of-touch prankster, and focuses on stories like Elagabalus’s
lottery, in which people would reach for their lottery tickets through poisonous snakes to win
slaves, new houses, a dead dog, or a box of bees in series 2, episode 6. The show also depicts
Elagabalus serving live parrots, performing human sacrifices, trapping dinner guests with a lion,
and serving his dinner guests rocks and wax while he ate in series 2, episode 1. Horrible
Histories’ Elagabalus is always laughing and saying catchphrases such as, “I’m so random,” to
help cement the idea of Elagabalus as a practical jokester. BeckyBumble seems to have taken the
prankster element of Elagabalus’s personality in Horrible Histories and abstracted it from the
violence presented in the show.

Figure 11. BeckyBumble. “Elagabalus-Everybody Falls in Love”

While BeckyBumble consistently refers to Elagabalus as “he/him” there are instances in
which the artist acknowledges the possibility of Elagabalus’s gender practices. In the comments
of “Elagabalus—Nothing,” a user named mistylavenda writes, “Could Elagabalus have a happy
ending in an alternative universe where she is allowed to become Empress and ends up with
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Hierocles and they both live happily ever after? Pweeeease? :3” to which BeckyBumble replies,
“Awww I want that!! Such a sweet idea :') *is plotting*” demonstrating some openness to
depictions of Elagabalus where, as mistylavenda asserts, she is allowed to be empress.
Additionally, in BeckyBumble’s “Elagabalus—Everybody Falls in Love,” the fourth panel of the
piece shows Elagabalus unhappily staring into a mirror where the reflected image has longer hair
than the image outside the mirror, creating the effect of Elagabalus longing to look like the
image in the mirror.
Elagabalus has also emerged in fandom cultures as a result of Hetalia World Stars, a
manga that emerged from the Hetalia universe that depicts countries as characters within its
story. Within Hetalia World Stars, Elagabalus appears alongside other Roman emperors. She
first appears in volume 1, Act 5. Throughout she is depicted with flowing dresses and flowers in
her hair. When she is introduced in the series, one of the characters says, “Ein römischer Kaiser,
der sein Leben lang als Frau lebte.”12,13 This character immediately also says, “Ein Mann.”14
Rather than tacitly coding Elagabalus’s gender through visual cues, Himaruya makes
Elagabalus’s gender practices the central feature of Elagabalus’s character from her introduction.
However, as much as the text acknowledges Elagabalus’s gender practices being feminine,
Elagabalus is reinforced to be a man living as a woman and not a woman. The text enforces the
idea that Elagabalus is a man living as a woman through the pronoun use of “sein” as well as
having the character who introduces Elagabalus refer to Elagabalus as “Ein Mann” (105).

12

I am using the German translation of the text as TokyoPop has not released an English translation. I have a
working knowledge of German, but would be unable to translate the original Japanese on my own.
13
“A Roman emperor who lived as a woman all his life” (personal translation).
14
“A man” (personal translation).
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Figure 12. Himaruya. Hetalia World Stars, Vol. 1, p. 105

This portrayal of Elagabalus has opened up space for fans to create art that articulates
Elagabalus within a variety of gender presentations, most commonly as a male crossdresser or a
trans woman. One of which is done in cosplay by blackAunty in her photo, “In the Garden of
Lust.” In it she is depicted lying in a field, surrounded by flowers, wearing a white dress.
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Figure 13. BlackAunty. "In the Garden of Lust," 2015

In reading blackAunty’s description of her cosplay, she describes Elagabalus as male.
She writes, “I edited my favorite pic of me as Heliogabalus and I hope you like it ^____^ esp
because I guess to be the first who cosplayed him *_* I just love this little cutie in his cute dress
with cuuute butterfly lying there in his palace garden surrounded by lots of rose petals probably
waiting for his lover” (blackAunty). The repeated use of male pronouns is consistent with the use
of pronouns depicted in the media that blackAunty draws from, matching her visual replication
of Hetalia’s Elagabalus with a discursive replication of Elagabalus’s identity.
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Figure 14.hetascanlations. "Halloween Comic-Updated," 2014.

Similarly, fan art exists in response to the Hetalia depiction of Elagabalus. The figure
above shows one piece developed by a member of the Hetascanlations team, which are a group
of Hetalia fans who make translations of the text into English. In the artist’s description of this
piece of fan art, they write, “The cross-dressing emperor Heliogabalus-chan when they were 14
years old” (hetascanlations). There’s a clear depiction of Elagabalus’s gender performance and
identity constructed through the description. However, at the end of the post, the artist includes,
“Disclaimer: According to Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elagabalus), ‘Elagabalus has
been characterized by some modern writers as transgender, perhaps transsexual’”
(hetascanlations). In this, while it appears Hetascanlations adheres to the construction of
Elagabalus in their source material, they situate other constructions of Elagabalus’s identity as
possible for the historical figure alongside the figure of Elagabalus in the manga.
The Avatar Elagabalus
Others have depicted Elagabalus through roleplaying and constructing Elagabalus as an
avatar for moving through online communities. In these constructions, Elagabalus is composed
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less from interactions with other media and more with the norms of the communities within
which the composers construct her. Still, we can see how communities adopt and norm rhetorics
of sexuality, gender and excess by examining these depictions. With these avatars of Elagabalus,
we can clearly examine what they are filling in the stories of Elagabalus with to see how the
affective relationships between historical subjects and present users allow users to navigate
online spaces and negotiate identities.
This can be examined in a Tumblr blog, called The Depraved Emperor, dedicated to
textual roleplay as Elagabalus. The blog was mostly active between 2013–2014, and the writer’s
posts were made as interactions with other textual roleplay blogs that create stories written back
and forth. Most of the content produced is sexual in nature, but rarely explicit, focusing more on
the preludes and sexual tension between characters than sexual acts. The writer describes their
Elagabalus as,
an emperor who remains renowned for his exploits. A constant prankster and lover of
men and women alike, he is a symbol of debauchery among Roman leaders. Having
survived attempted assassination, he exists today as a vampire feeding his every lustful
and gluttonous whim. (The Depraved Emperor)
This writer has portrayed Elagabalus as male through the use of pronouns and explicitly coded
Elagabalus as attracted to multiple genders. While the writer emphasizes Elagabalus as depraved,
there’s a celebration of Elagabalus’s lasciviousness and lavishness—some delight in Elagabalus
as excess that seems reminiscent of how Elagabalus is featured in Oscar Wilde’s Dorian Gray or
in Gautier’s writing. What is interesting here as well is that Elagabalus is given present(ness/ce)
through the supernatural by making the emperor a vampire that “feeds” their ‘depraved’
“whims.”
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This construction of Elagabalus allows us to see rhetorics of excess as well as sexual and
gendered identities being expressed. While not wholly separated from Elagabalus’s badness, we
do see that, for the writer, Elagabalus is not remembered for her badness but as “a symbol of
debauchery among Roman leaders.” The cultural legacy being tapped into, or the “affective
relationship” doesn’t lie in badness alone, but in the debauched, the excessive, and in the way
that Elagabalus is gendered and sexualized (Morris and Rawson 83). If we recall, too, the
monstrous framework from chapter one, we remember that the monster is a cultural body that
escapes, creates category crises, exists along difference, polices what is possible, is at the
threshold of becoming, and highlights fear as a kind of desire (Cohen 4–20). To make Elagabalus
escape her assassination and then become saturated with the monstrous body of the vampire
helps highlight the queerness of this avatar created for Elagabalus. The excess and depravity of
Elagabalus becomes something to be feared and desired, and expresses as the function of an
avatar: alternative ways of navigating and being/becoming within the digital space that may not
be possible outside of that digital space.
Others have used Elagabalus in other venues as well. For instance, the roleplaying
website F-List includes multiple users who have fashioned Elagabalus as their avatars. F-List is a
member-driven website primarily marketed for furries to engage in primarily sexual roleplays.
Users create profiles and are able to feature art, list kinks and interests for each of their
characters, and find users through character searches or through chat rooms and forums
dedicated to different kinks and interests. Interestingly, neither Elagabalus character on this
website is a fursona, but are humanoid avatars. One named Elagabalus identifies the character as
male and designates under “species” their character is a “divine spirit.” This user also includes
the phrase “Sol Invictus,” a reference to the cult of the sun that Elagabalus worshiped within,
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though the Latin phrase more accurately refers to the sun cult instituted by Aurelian in 274ce.
Additionally, the art the user uploads to represent their character visually is taken from the
Apollo character art within the video game Identity V. The user here draws heavily on classical
imagery and their male identity to navigate the space, specifically to create a relationship to
divine in Elagabalus being listed as a “divine spirit.” In order to represent that divinity, the user
has emphasized Elagabalus as connected to the sun and sun worship, from the inclusion of the
Sol Invictus and the art referring to a classical sun god, Apollo.
On the furry-themed content sharing platform, Furaffinity, Renard De Fleureaux III wrote
a choose-your-own-adventure style story, called Strength of a Thousand Men. The story features
fantastic themes, plays with history, and creates a furry classical world for users to imagine
themselves playing through. In this world, Elagabalus is featured as a burly stag and takes a deep
interest in watching the equally muscled men fight in the arena.

In the story, however, it is revealed that Elagabalus’s musculature is made to look more
impressive than it is. When one of the characters, a racoon named Conner, meets Elagabalus, the
author writes:
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There, sitting on a cushioned chair and fanned by a pair of muscular does, was
Elagabalus. The Consul, like his two counterparts, was a mountain of muscle. Every part
of him bulged and flexed, from his colossal shoulders and neck thicker than Conner’s
arm, holding up his tree branch like antlers, to firmly sculpted, stone like abs that pressed
up against the taut cloth of his robes, but it all seemed somewhat more well-defined,
more sculpted than Renard or Claudia. As he got close, Conner realized it was only
because his fur was glossy from oils to make him look more defined than he really was.
(8)
This story emphasizes musculature as reflective of masculine ideals and size with dominance;
the backdrop of an imagined Roman cultural politics reinforces the notions of conquest and this
performance of masculinity-through-muscle. This differs from other avatars of Elagabalus
through roleplay in which Elagabalus is figured as a symbol of androgyny. Here Elagabalus is
figured as attempting these masculine appearances, but fails under inspection and becomes a site
of insecurity that Conner remedies. The author writes:
Conner’s meaty hand clamped down on Elagabalus’ broad shoulder, enveloping it
entirely. “I suppose your Dominion’s just rubbing off on me. Relax, Consul.” Conner
coaxed the shocked deer back into his seat, rubbing the one shoulder with his powerful
grip. “I don’t bite.” Elagabalus sat back down, his eyes traversing over the raccoon’s
dominating frame. His thick middle still was undefined, but looked solid as a rock. The
monstrous gladiator had somehow pieced together scraps of armor that miraculously
managed to stay on, but there was still plenty of bulging, muscular flesh on display. “So...
I’m your patron, now?”
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“Oh, absolutely.” Elagabalus grinned a bit at that. “Oh, well. I’ll never have to worry
about being represented in Arena fights again.”
“You won’t have to worry about anything, ever again.” Conner’s grin spread, and his
green eyes seemed to glow brighter, “Be at ease, Consul. I’ve taken care of everything.”
(10)
In this scene the homoeroticism apparent between Conner and Elagabalus is a byproduct of the
perceived dominance of Conner sating Elagabalus’s desire to be surrounded by the strongest and
most physically imposing and indicates a relationship between same-sex desire and masculine
politics.
Conclusion
Receptions of Elagabalus return to us in different communities negotiating the role of
queerness. In seeing this we expose not only the desire for a history to see an identity reflected,
but, to return to the epigraph, we can see Elagabalus as a queerness to be distilled from the past
for the composers to imagine new possibilities—Dorian’s inspiration from the yellow book
propels his motivation for new experiences; Duggan’s relationship between Hierocles and
Elagabalus imagines ways for same-sex couples to fit within 1960s British society; fandom
participation allows for the imagination of different kinds of relationships bodies, performances,
and other relationships; and roleplay platforms allow users to try on a classical past to relate to
others differently. Muñoz reminds:
Often we can glimpse the worlds proposed and promised by queerness in the realm of the
aesthetic. The aesthetic, especially the queer aesthetic, frequently contains blueprints and
schemata of a forward-dawning futurity… Turning to the aesthetic in the case of
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queerness is nothing like an escape from the social realm, insofar as queer aesthetics map
future social relations. (1)
But this is a juncture in which a queer rhetoric is useful. Jean Bessette argues for a queer rhetoric
in which rhetoricians acknowledge that rhetoric has something to offer to queer theory, instead
of only queering rhetoric. Primarily, Bessette takes an interest in the anticipatory critique of
queerness as antinormative, and highlights the historical and cultural specificity within which
each rhetorical act exists (149). Just as we can acknowledge each reception of Elagabalus as
pointing toward new possible futures, we can acknowledge how each of them are not inherently
anti-normative. Dorian Gray is a violent tragedy that is as much a warning as it is a celebration
of his new personal liberation; Duggan is invested in queerness adhering to cisheteronormative
ideas of relationships; Duberman uses Elagabalus to critique more radical modes of collective
liberation; fandoms and roleplayers affirm one identity while denying others rather than
confronting neoliberal emphasis on individual identity.
We cannot see the negotiation of queerness as antinormative, but rather as situated within
the contexts of its production. Just as it would be a mistake to view LGBTQ history as a linear
progress narrative, viewing Elagabalus’s receptions as a linear chain of receptions toward a
singular interpretation of queerness is resisted in this configuration. By emphasizing the
particularities of receptions and contexts we can see different and competing schemata and
blueprints for queer utopias and relationships. When we take Bessette’s argument seriously that
an act can be both queer and normative at the same time, we have to consider whom each
imagined future these blueprints are for (161). This highlights Elagabalus’s position as multiple,
as a site of negotiation and unsettledness to be invented out of.
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Conclusion
“He would go by night, wearing a wig of long hair, into the taverns and ply the trade of a female
huckster. He frequented notorious brothels, drove out the prostitutes, and prostituted himself.
Finally, he set aside a room in the palace and there committed his indecencies, standing all the
time naked at the door of it, as the harlots do, and shaking the curtain, which was fastened by
gold rings, the while in a soft and melting voice he solicited the passers-by.” ~ Cassius Dio 95.
The wake of Elagabalus branches wider with each reception, with each contributing to
the ongoing history of the ruler. In following this procession, we see a history that neither begins
nor ends, but is carried from one pall bearer of one version of her to another. Each representation
another committal, another reception, of another Elagabalus. The performance of Elagabalus’s
history is her history. It is a history with no true origin, a history that cannot truly conclude, a
history with no original referent—no true or original body or referent remains to inter. Though it
is true that Elagabalus certainly had a physical body, that body is not recovered through
composition, instead we inter what we make of her when we compose her. Though Elagabalus
shows us this pointedly, this function of history is not unique: all history is drag.
This dissertation opened with a quote from Judith Butler articulating a theory of drag that
shows how “gender is a kind of imitation for which there is not original; in fact, it is a kind of
imitation that produces the very notion of the original as an effect or consequence of imitation
itself.” (21, original emphasis). To say that history is drag is to suggest that there is no History
that can be represented, but that history occurs in the production of history. This means we
should acknowledge we are not producing or recovering any original figure, but we are in the act
of figuring a historical subject in the present when we represent them: in this, we subject
historical subjects to different embodiments than they experienced in life. We should extend this
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consideration when embodiments can be multiple, branching across an (after)lifetime. Stacey
Waite writes,
[E]mbodiment ‘moves,’ that it is moving in accordance with inscription (which might be
understood as what is ‘written on’ or inscribed upon the body, a kind of labeling that
implies meaning); with technology, as it changes what can be known and done about
bodies; and lastly with ideology, which tells us what bodies mean. (Waite 35)
To write about a body is to imbricate a body. The body is carried, or perhaps reformed, out of
language, technology, and ideology from the composer: the body is embodied differently than it
was in its own life. Jonathan Alexander’s writes, “language and identity are mutually
imbricated—so much so that even our existence as embodied beings must be understood through
the material effects of language and discourse on identity” (46–47, original emphasis). Taken
with attention to how the archives structure our collective memory, we should acknowledge the
ways in which our representations of historical figures move subjects, or reimbricate them within
different cultural matrices that reorient what is possible to know about subjects and create
different material effects through the language of our representation. These material effects build
through chains of receptions—perhaps more accurately, networks of reception—accreting
meanings that build on prior instantiations. In other words, a representation does not refer to the
original body, but the bodies of those that have done the work of figuring the figure.
Emodiments, however, are made available to us by the work of those that come before—
we receive Elagabalus more easily some ways rather than others because we inherit previous
receptions. Carolyn Steedman reminds us that “Archives hold no origins” (1175). To recover
Elagabalus would not be to recover her original, but to bring to the fore her multiplicities that are
still accreting by the labor of others. Indeed, she argues that “[T]hey hold everything in medias
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res, the account caught halfway through, most of it missing, with no end ever in sight. Nothing
starts in the Archive, nothing, ever at all, although things certainly end up there” (1175). We are
given histories that were already in motion, in progress—caught in medias res—already caught
up in streams of circulation. Histories become solid and are given a fixed point to begin from, to
return to Chapter 2, through the repeated sedimentation of the labor of those representing history.
Ahmed writes, “What passes through history is not only the work done by generations, but the
‘sedimentation’ of that work is the condition of arrival for future generations” (41). Where we
begin a history conditions how later composers arrive. Thus, historical “[o]bjects take the shape
of this history; objects ‘have value’ and they take shape through labor. They are formed out of
labor, but they also take the form of that labor” (Ahmed 41). The circulation of history sediments
and accretes a geology of rhetorical firmness that makes some histories more readily available
than others, makes some inventions and places to begin more available than others. We might
hear the resonance of Derrida’s frank remark, “There is no political power without control of the
archive, or without memory” (4). What is made available to us as political options is a function
of the rhetorical nature of history, and that is why rhetoricians are well situated to interrogate
historical work.
This is why there needs to be nuance given to Icks’s interpretation of the cultural afterlife
of Elagabalus that emphasizes how effective figuring someone as a bad emperor can be and how
long this afterlife can last: the making of Elagabalus as a bad emperor is still a labor performed
by bodies in contemporary contexts, just one made easier by the labor of those that came before.
Each composer in the chain or network of receptions invents out of the sediment created by those
that came before, allowing reception studies to illuminate how history conditions the available
means. By paying attention to reception, we examine sedimentation rather than the sediment
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itself. This is an orientation that foregrounds the “mutually exclusive and exhaustive frames”
(Bessette 97) that underlie so much of historical and rhetorical work as the external particles that
accrete (Collins 547) around our historical subjects. Focusing on queer and trans feminist
perspectives pulls this into sharper focus. As Bessette rightly points out, things can be both queer
and normative; even performing the labor of turning from one narrative—from Elagabalus as
bad emperor to Elagabalus as historical trans woman—can be invented out of normative means
that can doubly do violence to the historical subject and the contemporary context. This impulse
to know, to make a knowledge claim about the personhood of Elagabalus, risks what Cloud
describes as “replicating an unhelpful ideological individualism that fails to recognize the
structural contexts of and possibilities for queer subjects to emerge” (25). Elagabalus can be a
queer subject not merely because of her possible gender and sexual practices but because she can
resist a kind of knowing built into identity-based historical recovery efforts; a queer and trans
historiography of any figure can and ought to unsettle a contemporary context’s relationship to a
past to point toward new ways of being and new queerer futures. Indeed, Ahmed concludes a
queer table is not merely a table around which queer persons gather, but rather a table that
supports queer actions (167). Thus, a queer history cannot merely be one through which queers
are included, but one that “contains blueprints and schemata of a forward-dawning futurity… as
queer aesthetics map future social relations” (Muñoz 1). Thus, it is not simply that the “double
nothingness” of history is the limitations of the documents being interpreted, but that the act of
representation makes determinations about the figure that cannot fully encapsulate the
imbrications of their personhood (Steedman 1179). Acts of representation encounter the
limitations of identity and the making of oneself knowable to another. These are the tools of a
feminist, trans, and queer historiography that allow us to relate differently with historical
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subjects, to feel the directional force of history, and to imagine new directions for historical
work.
My task here is to end: to bring to a stop something that is ongoing and in motion. I urge
no meaningful conclusion about Elagabalus’s person be made from this: the project of this
dissertation was always to look on at the procession of her wake rather than to take up the charge
of pall bearer myself. And yet through this work, she has been received. I am not seeking to
canonize her as a figure of queer and trans feminist rhetoric, but rather as a subject that demands
queer and trans feminist historiographers reconsider their methodological orientations to history
and develop new relationships to history out of which invention can occur. A historiography of
Elagabalus cannot be a hard historiography, by which I mean one that stakes claim in her life or
makes definitive reduction of the experiences of such an elusive figure, who has been both made
and constructed to be both silent and voiced. What historiographers can do, however, is shake the
curtain of Elagabalus’s history and call attention to the openings rather than the closures, the
unsettledness of Elagabalus’s experiences and position in history, and invite others to wonder.
We might listen, not for Elagabalus’s silences, but for the soft jangle of golden rings that hold up
what has concealed her or that which invites our onlooking. Instead of writing with critical and
authoritative voices, we might write with soft and melting phrases that lilt and fade into
uncertainty, that invite other scholars to listen—that we might solicit even other voices to
imagine new relationships to history. We might learn to make arguments about history rather
than the subjectivities of its subjects, we might open our relationships to the past to invent new
futures with not just Elagabalus’s histories, but with all our historical subjects: the soft shake of a
curtain might tear down our historical effigies to build something new. When we shake the
curtain of historiography, we ask those that pass us by to take up new and active roles in the
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invention of historical relationships, and we sustain new relationships toward pasts and rhetorical
futures.
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